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Statement of Problem 
This investigation was instituted to find the effect of the simplest 
possible practice ~ercises in written recall upon oral recall in Grade IV. 
This investigation sought to find out two things: 
1. If oral recall can be improved by this practice. 
2. How much improvement results from this practice. 
Review of Pertinent Research 
Though comparativezy little has been vwitten on the improvement of 









. ~ I 
In Bucl~ts experiment the comparison of the fluency of unaided oral 
J recall with the fluency of unaided written recall was .made . The subject 
matter of grade five l'las used .• Reca.lled responses were compared vrith nrul-
1 
tiple-choi ce responses on the same material. From her findings Bucknam con-
11 
,: eluded that: 
1. Oral recall was superior to written recall. 
2. The difference between the t\'IO types of recall was greater for the 
long selection. 
"jJ llargaret E. Bucknam, "Comparison of the Fluency ot Oral Recall ·rith 
1\ Written Recall in Geography in Grade Five." Unpublished Master's Thesis, I Boston lllliversity, School of Education, aoston, 1944. 
-1-










I 3. Recall on multiple-choice questions was much superior to unaided 
(. oral and written recall. 
exercises of nearly equal difficulty were used. The exercises were in writ-i 
ten recall. Their effect on oral. recall was measured. \"ery significant 
improvement in oral recall "'Vas recorded. y 
Courtney 1 s experiment was w:l th gifted children of the ninth grade. 
His findingD underocored the fact t hat aided recall results in more memo-
ries than does unaided recall. :rt is Courtney's added comment that is es-
pecia.lly pertinent to this investigation. He says, 
11 T!1e multiple choice test obscures from the teacher one of the 
most important elements of true comprehension of things read, namely 
the orderly .mental organization of materials r ead, without reversals, 1
1 
nor previously existing coalitions of unrelated facts, and other 
general eri'ors . i..r'l the correct classification of Ina.terials f or accurate 'I 
and complete mastery, 11 
21 
Foster says on page twenty, 
11In order to produce the desired results, therefor, children 
iJ Marie Louise Burke, "An Evaluation of Workbook Exercises ;for Developing 
Oral Recall in Grade Six.." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, Bost,on, 191~6. 
y Paul Douglas Courtney, 11Recall by Reproduction Versus Recall by Recogni-
11 
tion. 11 Unpublished f:la.ster' s The~is , Boston University, School of Educat:lon, IJ 
Boston, 1940. 
II I' Jl Elizabeth V. Foster, "Experiments in the Improvement of \"/ritten Recall. 11 1 







should be traine.d to develop the ability to read, remember~ and 
write the ideas presented to them as they work in the content 
fields using no crutch such as mUltiple choice questions . There 
is little evidence that this ability is being developed in the 
elementary :::;chool though the need is great. 11 11 
In summarizing her findings Foster says, 
:rAn eJ:...1.mi nation of the total i'lnd:i.ngs of tho group reveals 
that there was grmrt.h in the ability to write materials read, and 
to ,_ ite in sequence . There · s g;t,eate~ gra.'lth by the experi mental 
boys and girls over the seven weeks period. The results show that 
ability in 'iiiritten recall and in sequence in recall may be improved 
?dth exercise. " 
11 
George .Meyer conducted an experiment with high school students to 
II 
II 
determine the effect of ex.amination s.et on classroom performance in recall. 11 
He found that pupils who had the essa:y type examination set did the best 
li becaus-e they tended to organize their ideas in logical order. Those pupils I I 
I
I who had the mind-set toward new-type examinations tended to memorize detaiJ.a1j 
rather than to organize their learnings into meaningful clusters o£ associa- ~ 
11 tions. The first group did as W$ll as, or better than, the others on new ~~ 
' type :::ing oral Ydth uritten recall in the middle grades was the pur- I y 
pose of Potter ' s experiment . She found thatt 
1.. Children who are in grades three to six reproduce eaay w.ateria.l ;ln 
writing as well or better than they reproduce it orall;r. 
) Jj George J:Jeyer, trThe Effect on Recall and Recognition of the E:r.amination 
I 
Set in the Classroom Situation,'' JoUl"nal of !i;ducatiomY:- Psychology, 27:81-
99 . February, 1936. 
,, 
,I y Ruth Potter, 11Co tpa.rison of Oral Recall and rlritten Recall in the £,1iddle 
Grades . 11 . Unpublished lbstel"' s Thesis, Boston Uni varsity School of Eclu.cation~ 
Boston1 1934. 
I 




2. If material is difficult for the grade1 oral recall tends to be 
better than vrritten recall. y 
Scott found these things about the use of outline analysis. Her ex- 1 
periment v.ras performed with five htmdred eighty-seven .children of fifth II 
II grade from t enty-t1.·to classroOins. 'I 
I. 
11 1 . ' he experimental groUps .made superior gains to the control groups . 
2. ~Then the gains Hade by the e:x;periu1emtal. groups were compared, a 
difference in favor of the e:l::perimental eroup was fotmd to be statisj 
I 
tically significant. The critical ratio vtas found to be 3.24. 1 
3. Both good and poor readers in this group nade significant gains . 
?:1 
Torrantts study e:.q:>lored the pupil's ability to reproduce ideas by 
!1 two different methods . One method used was unaided oral recall. The other 
j method was multiple-choice questions . She found that pupils could reproduce11 
more ideas by recognition than they could by unaidecl oral recall. 'I 




1 subject of recall . 
1l Courtney's CO.!!'Jnent on the da.ngers of ·too gl"aat dependence upon multipl~ 
1; choice type questions is of great import.ance. 
I 
t George Meyert findings about the value of organizational arrangement 
11 of data fur recall is of the utmost importance. Vivid support to Meyer 's 
II 
II jJ Hel en Sco£t , 11 An Evaluation of 'ftro Types of Workbook Exercises for the 
II Improvement of Recall , 
1~ Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University School o:t 
,1 Education_, Boston, 1949. · 
II 
1
',\ y Katherine Ejl. T. orrant, 11 An Evaluation of ~'lo Types of \'iorkbook ~ercises 
, for the Improve.tmnt of R.ecall 1 11 Doctoral D~ssertation , Boston University il School of Education, Boston, 1940. 
==-====·~===--:=- ---- === 
findings is given by -t;.he vmrk of Helen Scott. 
An · t~port.ant finding is the Qne that more memories are produced by 







this is due to f aulty or inadequate practice in oral recall. Fu..rther in-·. II 
vestigat i on ·la;Y succeed in a r rangi ng t.he s ub ject ma:i>ter and pract ice of oral 
recall ;U_ t ei r l ogical order of difficult.y . ·I 
This investigation differs from previous investigations in the follovt-
ing aspects: 
1. It uses o~ one type of practice. 
2. It is confined to the fourth grade . 
This investigation has value because of the follovr.ing characteristics : 
1. A minimum of time was used in administering it . 
2 •. The simplicity of its method makes it available to afiy classroom 
worker. I I 
jl 
This investieation has importance because 
1. Fen· types of recall are more needed in daily living than unaided 
oral recall . 
I 
2. Students of all ages have, in the past , received inadequate practice, 
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I. Standard Tests. 
A. Otis Quick-scoring l.lental Ability Tests - Alpha - Form A. 
B. Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Tests - Intermediate - Form A •. 
C. Durrell-Sullivan Reading AchieveJront Tests - Intermediate - I 
Form ~ 
II . Testing Paragraphs. 
A. Initial Test of Unaided Oral Recall. 
B. Final Test o£ Unaided Oral Recall. 
III. Practice Paragrap lS, 
A. Eight Paragraphs • 
1 , One paragraph £or each of eight t'ieekly practice exercises 
the experimental group . 
P0pulati on 
Total: 117 children. 
Control group: 57 children. 
Experimental group: 60 children. 
n. Grade. 
All clrl.ldren from Gl"ade Four. 
III. S:i.J:n.ilari·ty o"' Groups • 
No c:listinct effort was made to rr.atch the t1·w gt<oups. 
















=..==.:=....:..----::- - - ~-.=---- - - --===== 
8 II 
II normal classroom conditions of a standard .Ar.1erican tortn ';'JOre permitted to 
J prevail . 
\ In . view of this fact the i'ollowing statistics present sn astonishing 
I picture .. (See Table 1, p . 9) 
I 
I Further Presentation 
I I . This material is given in detail in the pages of individual listing, 
I which are to be found in the appendix of this book. 
1 This material is given in graphic f orm in the bar graphs immediately 
I follord.ng Table L 
I Cu~nt on Similarity of Groups 
'l'he close similarity in the statistics Biven above has been a source 
1 of surprise and satisfaction to me . 
II This similarity adds integrity to the findings of this investigation. 
~~ It shows that differences in the final results of the investigation are not 




Table 1. Comparison of Data on Population 
'I =========C=o=n=tr=o=l==G=r=ou=p============~~~:===:=====Ew=·=e=r=im=· e=nt=al===G=ro=u=p======== 
II Chronological Age~ 
11---------------------From. school records -- which are from birth certificates 
I! No., or Cases:. 57 No.. of cases: 60 
~~ Range> 9 - 1 - 11.10 
Medians 9-8 
Range.:. 9 .. 0 -· ll~6 
I Median: 9 - s.,7 
li================================ Mental Ability Rating 
'I Test: Otis Quiclt Scoring IJe11tal Abilities Test - Alpha A .. , -----------------------------~--~-----------------------------1 No .. of cases: 57 No., of cases: 60 
: Range: 78 - 120 Range : 74-128 
!J Median: 95 .. 6 Median:. 101 
,, 
IJ =========================R=e=run=.=ng==C=a=p=a=cJ=~.t=y======================== 
l1 Test:. Durrell - Sullivan Reo.tti.tlg Capacity Test ~Intermediate A •. I No •. of cases : 57 No,.. of cases: 60 
I Range:. 45 - ).3- s-_7 Ranget 45 - 3.8 - 8- 9 1 100 - 7.2- 12-9 105 - 7.7 - 13-2 
li l!edian: 80.5 - 5.45 - 10 - ll •edian:. 83 - 5.6 - 11 - 1 
I 
,, Reading Achievement 1' -------------------------Test :. Durrell - _Sullivan Reading .Achievement Test - Intermediate A .. 
l no.. of cases: 57 No ... of cases: _6_o _____ _ Range: 17 - 2 •. 7 - 7 - ll Range: 7 - 2:..1. - 7 • .3 
99 ... 7 .A - J2 - 11 110 - - 8.7 - 13 - 7 
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Steps of ProGedure 
I. General Tests. 
A. Mental Ability 
B. Reading Capacity. 
C. Reading Achievement. 
II, Initial Test of Individual .Ability in Unaided Oral Recall. 
Ill. Weekly Practice Exercises for the Pupils .of the Experimental Group. 1 
IV. Final Test of Individual Ability in Unaided Oral Recall. 
Description of Procedures 
Step I. General Testing 
1. No preparatory activity preceded the tests. 
2. The elassroQlll teacher had been asked if the time would be conven-
ient - that was. all. 
3 .. After greeting the teacher and the cla.ss., the tester said, "Well, 
shall we do a booklet together?" 
I 
'I 
li 4. The response was enthusias.tie, so we did. 
I i 5. In each case the directions for administering and timing the tests 
I 
li 
l'lere carefully adhered to. 
6. Books were taken by the tester, corrected, scored and reco:r'ded by 
her. 
7. No child saw his corrected booklet. I 
s. Each class was rightfully commended fo:r' its industry and good work. I 
I 
9. A twelve-page booklet of test results was presented to each teacher, 






Comment on General Testing 




2. The difference between reading capacity scores and reading lichieve- 1 
! 
ment scores should be investigated. Effort should be made to bring ,: 
I 
achievement up t o capacity. I 
3. The difference bet teen scores on word meaning and scores on para- I 
II 
graph meaning should be investigated. The work with i deas in para- I 
I 
graph form must be improved. 
4. The ohUdren enjoyed doing the tests. 
could 11do some more booklets." 
u......... I 
-......., have asked me when they I 
Description of Procedures 
Step II. Initial Test in Unaided Oral Recall 
1. Pupils \'lere permitted to meet the tester for individual conference, :! 
or exercise. 
2. These exercises were conducted in the conference room, the library, · 
or the teaehers i room. 
3. 'VJhatever time was needed WM given to establishing identity and 
creating a. comfortable atmosphere. This time ·sas infi nitesimal . 
4. The child was handed a copy of the paragraph prepared by the tester I 
for this test. 
5 .. The directions were: "Here is a paragraph for you to read, silently. 
If you find a.IlY' ~vords you do not know, or do not understand, you 
may ask .me about them. When you have finished, please hand the 
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6. ·when the paragraph was returned the tester said: "Now tell me what 
you read," 
52 
- - --~- --
,I 
7. The tester had .made a check list of the ideas in the test paragraph. 
1 
8. Multigraphed copies of this check list were at hand. 
9. As the pupil talked the teacher checked on his copy of the check lis'tjj 
the ideas from the paragraph that were recalled by the child. 
10. Only ideas mentioned by the child were checked. Ideas were not 
checked by association or assumption. 
ll. Ideas not. in the paragraph vrere not accepted. 
12. No child v1as interrupted, corrected or redirected. Each was simply 
auo-v-red t 0 talk till he stopped.. 
13. Last of all, each child was asked not to discuss the work with his 
li 
II 
friends upon returning to the classroom. If pressed he was asked to · 
say , 110h, I just read a stoey." Children love a mystery, so de-
lighted grins and ready affirmation followed this request. There 
rere no violations. 





Note: A copy of the paragraph and the check list used in the initial 







Notes of Comment on Ste ) ll 
1. The criticis 1 JTJ::W be offered that Squ.anto is a fa.rniliar subject to 1 
" <Ul Ane1•i can children. He should be - but he ian ' t . Proof of this 
appem•s in t he r cords of this first test. I 
2. The tester was astonished at the words the children did ask for -
and many that they did not ask about . 
3. I t vras a source of s urprise ·~hat the children r emarilbered some items 
so vivid.J.;jr - and fol~got ot hers wtdch this adult had considered 
equ.a.lly vivid. 
4. It seems possible that we do not give children as much exercise in 
silent reading as ne think we do. So Jna.ny of these children ex-
pressed surprise over being asked to read silently. 
5. It was a salutary experience to sit through this nwnber of exercises lj 
in completely unaided oral recall. It is rrr:r s~se that few teach- i 
ers realize ho>'T much they aid oral recall. l 
St ep III . Practice Exercises 
1. NU111Qer of exercise p~iods. 
2. Sp cing: One each week • 
.3. Tester said, after greeting the t eacher and the cla,ss ~ "Shall we do I 
. another exer cise together?tt 
4. The favorable oind-set created by the standardized tests helped out 
here. The pupil s always responded enthusiasti callY. 
5. Words from the paragraph which the test er had thought might prove 
difficult lere put on the blackboard. These were pronounced and 














6. A mimeographed copy of the paragraph-exercise was handed to each 
child. 
7. Directions were: nwrite yoll;r name and the date at the top of the . 




do no"t knmr > or cannot understand, you JrJJ3:9' ask me about them. 
you have finished reading the paragraph turn the paper over. 
all t he ideas fro .. the paragraph t hat you can re ember. 11 
i 
\lrite .1 
s. Time consumed: No t i me limit \mf:l s et.; but i t m.s explained that 
.. ;hen a pupil had finished ha might take other work till the papers 
nere collected, 
Though no time l.;tmit was imposed it was interesting to note 
that children were always all. done within twenty-five minutes from 
the time the exercise started. 
I 
Jrs. Wilson and Mrs. Curry both noted this fact quite independ-1 
ently of suggestion f:rom the tes-ter. 
9. Papers were collected and processed by A~s. Hubbard. 
10. This procedure was exactly reproduced eight times in each of the 
two classrooms of' the experimental. group, 
Note; It was originally planned to make this investigation 
much more elaborate than it was .finally. Due to circumstances be-
yond by control l could ask no help from my teachers and could 
spend on each exercise o~ the time allotted to that class in .row 
weekly schedule. 
SWeet ure the uses of adversity& This enforced austerity has 
















ll. Copie~ of the paragraphs used i n the pr actice exercises are to be 
found in the anpendix of this book. 
Suggestions Given to Children on Ways 
to Improve Ability .in Recall 
1. Don't 11orry about this. Do what you can today and ne.xt week's work 
will be better. (Astonishingly enough it !!.!,! too.) 
2. Each time you do this you will do it a little better. Practicing 
allmys improves skill., Do you remember how JI1a.IW practices you gave , 
to learning to pitch, o;r bat, or rolle~sk.ate, or swim? This uk:ill 
is improved in the same way. 
3. Simply put the ideas into your mind by reading . Then let your m.e.m-
1 
oey give the ideas back to you. It 1 s like r.l.nding up a roll of film~ 
I 
and then letting it unroll before you,. 
4. Do not worry about whether you can remember or not. That is simply 
I 
stopping the .machinecy so the filrn can't unroll , To worry about 
whether you are able to re.mem.ber or not is like picking up a heavy 11 
I 
stone to carry in a running race. It • s helping to stop you from 
l'Iinning. 
5. Finally at the beginning of the third exercise I shovred them how to 




be e:xpressed in writing tttthout the use of a complete sentence, 11 
I 
This cheered the children no end. It greatly increased their output.,. 
Step IV. Final Test of Individual Ability in 
Unaided Oral Recall 
1 . Pupil came to library or conference room. 
2. He •·re.s handed a .fiU.meographed copy of the test paragraph. 
3. Directions: Please read t}1.is through once. If you find tords you 
do not knorr or do not understand, you .may ask me about them. VJhen 
you have finished hand the paper to me . I 
I 4. At the end of the paragraph-reading, each child retold to the tester 
the ideas that he or she remembered. 'I 
5. Aa the child talked the tester checked the ideas reproduced on a I 
check list of ideas found in the paragraph. 
6. Credit was given~ for ideas expressed in words by the child. 
7. Credit was given only for ideas from the paragraph. 
s . No cr edit as given for ideas by association or assumption. I Unless ' 
the idea was expressed in words it received no credit . 
9. No child was interrupted, corrected or redirected. Each was alloweql 
to talk till he,; or she, stopped. I 
10 ~ Ea.ch m.s asked not to discuss the paragraph with those who had not 
had the exercise . Each willingly agreed not to do so. II 
'· 
ll. This eY..ercise wae giVen in e.x.actly the same vra:y to each of the one 








ANALYSts OF R.ESULTS. 
Table 2 .. Comparison of Scores: Initial and Final Tests 
Unaided Oral Recall, Total Groups .. 
Initial Test 
















0 - 6 
2.9 
57 
0 - 13 









l ... 7 
2. 5 
60 






1. The final test score of t .he control group was ~.? times its score 
in the initial test. 
2 .. . The final test score of the experimental group was 4.2 times its 
score in the initial test • 
. 3. The points of gain made by the experimental group were 5. 21 greater 
than the points of gain l!'.a.de by the control group . 










Table 3. Comparison of Scores : Initial and Final Tests~ 

















- 1 .2 . 
2.4 
Points of Gain 






9.25 - 4.2 
2 . 2 
7.05 . 
. - 17 62 
"4 • 
1.. The finlll test score of the control group vras 1!2 times greater 
than its score in the initial test~ 
2. The final test score of the experi!l1enta1 group t~as 4 ~ 2 times· 
greater than its score in the initial test! 
58 
3. The poi nts of gain made by the experimental group were 17.62 ti.roos 















Table 4. Comparison of Scores: Initial and Final Tests 


















Points of C-ain 






15. 5 . 
3. 7 - /h2 
118 
. . • - 2.36 • 2.4 
5 
1. The final test score of the control group was 2-. 4 times i ts score 
in the initial test·. 
2 . The final test s core of t he experimental group wac 4·. 2 times its 
score in the initial test. 
3. The points of gain made by the experimental group were 2:.4 times 







Table 5. Comparison of SCores: Initial. and Final Tests 
Unaided Oral Recall 
By Quartil s 
Ql Control 
Group 
Initial Test 1.7 
Final Test 1.4 
Points o£ Gain 
- .3 
Final Test l.L, =.s 
Initial •rest 1.7 
Experimental Group Points of Gain 






. 6.4 = 3 7 1.7 • 
l . The final test score of tho control gxooup ras .• G times .its score 
in the initial test. 
2 . The final test score of the experimental. group was 3 . 7 times its 
score in the initial test . 
,3 . '!he points of gain made by .the e~.:porimental group w0re 15 . 6 M.mes 








Table 6. Comparison of Scores: Initial and Final Tests 
Unaided Oral } ecall 
By Quartiles 
Q2 Control pxper:i.mcn.tnl 
Group Group 
-
Initial Test 2 2 
Final 'fest .3,.5 12..2 
P~ints of C-ain 1 .. 5 10.2 
Final Test ) .5 - 12 .. 2 
Initial ?est 
. ... 1 . 75 . 2 - : 6 .1 2 . 
Expel"imenta.1 Group Points o£ Gain 
Control Group 'oints of Gain 




1 ... The final test score of the control group i'IS.S 1 . 75 times its score 11 
in tho initial test .. 
2 •. The final test score of' the experimental grou_.o m · 6.1 ti':les its 
score in the itdtial test •. 
3 •. The points of gain made b1J the e~erimental group were 6 .8 timeo 
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Table 7. ·Comparison of Scores : Initial and Final Test s 




Initial Test. 3.3 
Final Test 6.6 
Points OJ.. Gain ..., .... ;;> ; .) 
Final _•est 
... 6. 6 :2 
Initial Test 3.3 
E:R:.!?erir. ental Group . Points of Gain 






].4 .6 3.4 
3.8 
1. The final test s core of the control group was 2 times as great as 
its score on the initial testL 
2 . 'l'he final test score of the experimental group was 3.4 times its 
score on the initial test •. 
3. The points of gain made by the experimental group ·1ere 3.3 t imes 












Table 8 . Comparison of cores: Ini·i:,ial and Final Tests 




Initial Test 3.3 
Final Test 11.6 
Gain in Points 8.3 
Final Test ll.6 -
Initial Test 3.3 -3-.5 
&~rimental Group Gain in Points 








4. 5 -4.2 
63 
1., _ 'fhe final test score of the control group vm.s 3.5 times its score 
on the L~tial test . 
2 •. The :f."inaJ.. test score of the experimental group vras 4.2 times its 
score on the initial test. 
3· . The points of gain made by the eXperimental group were 1.7 = 2 






Table 9. Scores: Initial and I?:iJ1a.l ests 
Unaided Oral Recall 
fr~ Fifty Percentiles 
First. Fifty Percent 
Initial _Test Control Group EY.perimental Group 
Case No_11 1~29 l-30 
No .• of Cases 29 30 
Range ()...() 1-2 
Median 2-.·2 2.~.2 
Final. Test Control Group ~ritnental Group 
Case No. 1-29 l-30 
No..-. of Cases 29 · 30 
R11nge .Q-5 3-13 
Median 2~.6 9.26 
Second Fifty Percent 
l !litial Test Control Group E.."q:)erime~tal Gr oup 
Ce.se No . 30.57 31--·60 
No . of Cases 28 30 
Range 2-6 r7 
Median 3.5 3.7 
Final Test Control Group Experimental Group 
Case !Jo. 30-57 31~0 
No .• of Cases 28 30 
Range 6-13 13-22 









Table 10, Scores : Initial Test - U aided Oral Recall 
By Qua:t--tiles 
Cont ol Group Experimental Group 
Case l'Jo .,. 1-14 1-15 
-
l~o .. o:f Cases 14 15 
·-Range l-2 1-2 
lledi~ 1.7 1.75 
Q 
"2 
Case r. o. 15-2o 16-30 
IJo .. of Caocs lA 15 
Range 2-2 2- 2 
.edian 2 2 
Case Ho ... 29-42 31-45 
No. 0 Casea 14 15 
R4ll'tge 2-3 3.-4 
lledian 3 .. 3 3. 8 
Case No .. 43-57 46-60 
No ... of Cases 15 15 
Range 3-6 l~--7 



















t ll I 
r 
Table ll. Scoro9: •'inal ost. - ' n i ed rcl Recall 
By Quartiles 
I : Control C.:roup f Experimental Gr:~u.£__ 
Q 
"1 
Case No •. 1-14 1-15 
o. of Cases 14 15 
Range 0-2 3-9 
Hedi n l.h 6.4 
Case l~o . 15-2$ 16-30 
- -
t!o •. . of Ce.ses lA 15 
Ranze 2- 5 9-13 






Case No. 29-42 31-45 
No. of Cases 11~ 15 
Range 5-7 13-15 
l~iedian 6.66 14.6 
Q 
"lt 
Case No .. . 43-57 46-60 
-1~0 • . of Cases 15 15 
.a.nee S- 13 16-20 
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1. The experimental group gained .measurable over the control group in 
ability in unaided oral recall. 
2. Both good and poor readers in the experimental group made appreci-
able gains iJ1 ability in unaided oral recall. 
3. Both types of grouped data for this investigation show that the 
first fifty percent of the experimental group gained more in ability; 
in unaided oral recall tha.n the second fifty percent of that group. 
4. The smallest gain IIJeasured for any part of the experimental group 
is three times that group r s initial ability in unaided oral recall. 1 
1. The gains made shmv that in this case ability in unaided oral :recall 
vms improved by simple practice in written recall. 
2. The amount of gain made seems to make this practice justifiable. 
Suggested Avenues of Further· Research 
Furth~ rese~ch should be made to determine 
1. The effect o£ this e.."'Cercise on delayed oral recall. 
Note: The e.ffeot should be tested for different periods of delay, 
also. 
2. The effect of this exercise using widely different types of mater-










3. The eff ect of this type of exercise in Grade 2 - · second half - and 
Grade 3• Perhaps we 1vait too long to start developing this impor-o-
tant sldll. 
l+e What type of exercise would cause the upper fifty percent of the • 
cl aits to make the same amount of gain as the lower fifty percent 
made on this exercise. 
5. What .effect a more ext.en$:Lve period o.f practice exercises might 
have on ability in unaided oral recall~ 
a. More ootercises in a like unit of time 








Materials or Suggestions for J.!ald.ng Them 
1. BrONn, Mary Eileen, "Exercises in Classification to Stimul.ate 
75 
Thought and to Stimulate Paragraph Sense, 11 Unpublished :Master's : 
Service Paper, Boston University, School of Educntion, ! 
Boston, 1945. 
2 . Cosgrove, Claire; Cusack, Gertrude; and MUrphy, Catherine, "Exer-
cises to Develop Ability to Classify l1ords a.rtd to Outline 
Paragraphs, 11 Unpublished Master's Service Paper, Boston 
University, School o£ Education, Boston, 1949 • 
.3. Dyer 1 Helen, "Exercises. to Develop Reading Organization in Grade 
Five,n Unpublished .Master*s Thesis,. Boston University; School 
of Education, Boston, 1949• 
4. Hulsman,. Helen L., 11Exercises to Develop Reading Organization in 
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University, School of Education, Boston, 1947. 
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to Education, teachers College, Columbia University, 
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2. Bates, Methyl A., 11A Comparison ot Retention l''ollowing the Oral 
Presentation of Silent Reading in Grade III,n Unpublished 
Master•s Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1950~ 
3. Cole, Luella, J:mprovement ofReading, Farrar and Rhinehart, 




























4. Crawford, ":Relative Value of Reading and Outlining as MethodS 
5. 
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r'leming, John Patrick, "Developing Study Skills in itddle Grade 
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versity, School of Education,. Boston, 1932 .. 
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APPENDIX A 





Control Group - CPxonological Ages 
Room 12 - School: Devon - Teacher: Vera Hine 
Gr. 4 - Room 8 - School: Pumpkin Delight - Teacher: Gladys Storck 
Town: Milford,. Conn .. 
Nama Age 
1. Kinney, Ronald 9-1 
Median Age : 9-8 .7 
2. Sullivan, Kathleen 9 ... 1 
3. Gagliardi, Daniel 9-2 
4. Rynkie rrlcz, Carol·Ann 9--"-.;J 
5. Blicki'eldt, Joseph 9-3 
6. Haight, Gladys. 9-3 
?. Byrne, Robert 9-3 
B. Rust, Judith 9-4 
9~ Kanblein1 Lorraine 9-4 
10. Froderman: John 9-4 
11. Dodge, Anthony 9-4 
12. Hersey, Hm'lard 9-4 
13. Angenol.n, Patricia 9-5 
14. Cioffi, Patricia CJ.-5 
15. Kelly, Jo-Ann 9-5 
16. Criscuolo, Patricia 9-5 
17. Davenport, Diane 9-5 
18. Del vey, Leonard 9-5 
19. Wic.kett 1 Judyth 9-5 
20. Rovnak, Frances 9-5 
- - -====-= 
--k--
Name Age 
21. Miller, alliarn 9-6 
22. Chmielinsld, Walter 9-7 
2.3. Berendt; Beverly 9-7 
2.4. !iiaccia, Robert 9-7 
25. Gordon, Richard 9-7 
' 26. 9-8 Buck, Eleanor 
27. · Gryskie\rl.ez, Anthony 9-8 
28. Herkwac2, Jolm 9..-S 
29. ' urphy, H.ary-Lou C)..-8 
.30. Jones, Carleton 9-S 
.31. Conrad, Theo ore 9---S 
. ,32. La lt~ontaine ., Sandra 9-8 
.3.3. Warzell, Joseph 9-9 
.34· Stetlat-t, Jasoos 9-9 
.35. Toth, Loui .. .., 9-10 
,36. Jackson , Harry 9-10 
37. Nolan, llary- Jan 9-11 
.38 • ·Hopl""~, Sh:ir ley 9-ll 
.39. Molloy, Gail 9-11 
40. Ryall, Shepard 10-0 
41. ·Persicco, Vi! cent 1D-O 
42. Romanuskus 1 John 1Q-0 
4.3 . Graham, Holly 1()....0 
44. Cochrane, r;adine 10-0 
~ 
45 . Smith, mion 
46, ~·ralton~ lloyd 
47, Pollard~ Ruth- Ann 
1 48f Payne, Honard 
4 9, Gr ay 1 Phillip 
1 50 . QtGonnell, 1la.ureen 
52~ McKiernan, Judith 
53 . Ambrisco!; George 
54. Ruddock, Valerio 
55. Dii;>tin, Lillian 
56. Dyer, ..., 1 













11 ... 3 
11-10 
?6• 11 ' 
Experimental Group - Chronological Ages 
Room 10 - School: Kay Ave_. - Teacher: Edith Wilson 
Room J.2 - School; Walnut Beach ... Teacher: Margaret Curry 
Grade 4 - Town; .Milford, Conn. 
Name Age 
l. Constantine~ Thomas 9-0 
I 2. Dube, Doris 9 ... 1 Median Grade Age: 
3. Greenwood, Patricia 9-2 
4. Greco, Nancy 9-2 
5. Wallace, Eetty-Lou 9-2 
6. Reidenbach,, Frederick 9-2 
7. RichardS, Wayne 9-3 
8. Walker, Robert 9-3 
9. Volanth, Carol 9-3 
10. Yorkin, Sandra 9-3 
u. La Plant, David 9-3 
12. Holveck, ~'llliam. 9-4 
13. Haight, Yvonne 9-4 
I 
I 14. Thomas, t~ri1liam 9-4 
1 15. Lance, Kathleen 9-4 
16. Ferrione 1 Joseph 9-4 
'17. Hungerford, Edward 9-5 
18. Stoll, Carol-Ann 9-5 
19. Newlan, Robert 9-5 








I 21. Ellis., Robe:rt 
I: 22. Root, Sherrill 
: 23. Cottrell, Charles 
II 24. Barnick, !:!ary-Ann 
I 25. Adams, Bruce 
I' 26. _ Allison, Rita 
27, Hamblin, Janet 
28. Nicholas, Willl.am 
I 
11 29. Schrock, Cynthia 
1 
.30. Layton, Carol-Lee 
31. Ellison, Jennie 
!I 32. Mcintyre, Valerie 
' II 33. Weiman,. Barbara 
I !
1 
.34. Kiss 1 iary-Ann 
I 35. Lelas, John 







Jo£fat 1 Rosemary 
j 39. Buttery, Geor ge 
I 
11 40. Harker 1 Denise 
I 
: 41. Wisnowskas, Marie 
1: #.''). p• J h 
....,.. l.neau, osep 
4.3. Rowe, Guy 
I' 44. Bache 1 Robert 






9 ... 5 
9-5 
9-6 






















146. Salerno, Thomas 
1 4 7 ~ Steele, Veronica. 
I' . 
1
1 48. Or as ~ Carol- Ann 
I 49• Sova, Geraldine 
50. Gri££in, Robert 
li 
11 51. Ureaky, Robert 
·52.. Champeau, Louis 
I 
1 53. Chedister . Patricia. I. ,. 
I 54. Andrea7S, James 
ti5. Schneider , GUMar 
, 56. Vlittko£sld, Roy 
II 
i; 5?. Oros .~ Carol-Ann 
:
1 58 French, Frederick I . • 
I I 59. Cabl e, Albert 






9 - 6 f · 2 mo .. • ~8 .. 




















Test Score e otis Quick Scoring Ecntal Ability Tests - Alpha A. 
II Room 8 - School: Pumpkin Delight - Teacher: Gladys Storck 
II Room 12 - School : Devon - Teacher: Vera Hine 










11 2. Ar:nbrisco, George 
11 3. Dyer, F.arl 
1 4. Tq;bh, Louise 
li ; • Del vey, leonard 


















Hopkins , Shirley 
Kinney, Ronald 
!14. {cKiernan, Judith 
~ ;. Ml.1rpey, Hary-Lou 
h6. Payne , Donald 
I 
I 
~ 7. Hersey, Howard 
I r-s. Rovnak, F'rances 






















20. Angenola., Patrici a 
11 21. Per s:tcco , Vincent 
1
122. Dodge, Anthony 
II 2.3. Byr 1e, Robert 
I. 
1 24. Smith,. M.urion 
I 
Schulte, Ed fard I 25. 
11 26. A&accia, Robert 
I 
li 27. Knablein, Lorraine 
~~ 28. Graham., Holly 
1 29. Cr iscuido, Patr;i..e:la. 
I 
i .30. Molloy, Gail 
II ,31. Davenport , Diane 
.32. Gagliardi, Daniel 
.3.3. Ruddock, Valeri e 
! I 34. Jackson , Harry 
' 
35. Rust, Judith 
li 36. La Fontaine, Sandra 
II 37. Sullivan, Kathleen 
I• 




· 39. Chmielinski, Halter 
j 40. Icy-all , Shepard 
11 41. Kelly, Jo--Ann 
II 42. Cioffi, Patricia 
I 
II 43. !1olan, iary-Jane 































I 46 . 
I 4? 
•• 
li 4S ~ 



















O' Connell, !:Jaureen 
V'a.lton, Lloyd 
Conrad, 'rheodo:t.~e 
HaJ~zell , Joseph 
Ud.ller , Williard 




Gordon, Hi chard 
Cochrane , .•Iadine 


















Test Scores - Otis Quick-scoring Mental Ability Tests - Alpha A. 
Room 12 - School: Walnut Beach - Teacher: Margaret Curry 
Grade 4-Room 10 - School: Kay - Teacher : Edith Wilson Town: Uili'ord, ~onn . 
Nazoo Score 
1. Schneider, Gunnar 74 
2. Holveck, William 80 
3. Lance 1 Katl:4.een Sl 
I 4. Nicholas, William 90 
5. Harker, Denise 86 
6. Barnick, Mary Ann as 
7. Chedister, Patricia 89 
B. Mcintyre, Valerie 94 
9. Oros, Carol-Ann 94 
10. Gayner, Hubert 94 
I 11. Schrock, Cynthia 97 
12. Cottrell; Charles 98 
13. Volanth, Carol 98 
14. Ferrione , Joseph 98 
15. Buttery, George 98 
16. Hamblin, Janet 98 
1"/ .. Moffat, Rosemary 98 
' 18. Reiden~ch, Frederick 98 
19. Pineau, Joseph 98 
--




...=If- - - - -
8/:j. 
2l. Stoll, Carol-Ann 100 
22. Tolles, Arthur 100 
23. An(irew~, James 100 
24. Constantine, Thomas 101 
25. La Plant, David 101 
I 
26. Hungerford, Edward 101 
27. Halker, Robert 101 
28. Ureslcy, Robert 101 I ,, 
29. Root , Sherrill 101 
30. Thomas> Viilliam 101 
31. Richards , ;.ayne 101 
32. F'rench, Frederic :e 101 
I 33. Ellison, Jennie 
34. Cable, Albert 101 
J 
I 35 . Haight, Yvonne 102 
1,36. v1eiman, Barbara 103 
37· &U,erno, Thomas l 04 
,38. Lela.s, John 104 
o39. Hittkofsld., Roy 105 
40. Yolles, Martin 106 I 
I 
41- ' K;i.ss , Mary-Anna 106 I' I 
42. Steele, Veronica 106 I 
43. t'd.3nowslms, 1narie 107 1: 
44. Bretsford, June 108 







46. Dube , Doris 



























96 .f 5 = 1.01 






















Scores for Word Meand-~ 
Durrell-sullivan Reading Cafk~City Tests - Intermediate - Form A 
Room 12 ·- School: Devon 
. Grade 4-Roo.m S - Sehool: Pumpldn Delight 
Word Mea.ning 
Sc. Gr. Eq. l•.ge. &!· 
1. Asnbrisco, George 17 2.4 7-7 
2. Dyer, Earl 26 3.3 8-7 kedian Ra: core: 
46.14.;. 
3. Burne, Robert 35 4.:3 9-8 
Median Grade 
4. Merh."Wacz, John· 36 4·4 9-9 Equivalent : 5.6 
5. Hersey, Howard 36 4.4 9-9 .edian Age 
Equivalent: ll-l 
6. McKiernan, Judith 36 4.4 9-9 
7. Rynkiewicz,. Carol-Ann 37 4.5 9-11 
s. Haight, Glady$ 38 4.6 10-0 
9. Rust, Judith 38 4.6 ' 10..0 
I 10. Kinney, Ronald 40 4.8 lD-4 
ll. Rovnak, Frances 40 4.8 10-4 
12. 0' Connell, lln.ureen 41 5.0 10...5 
13, Davenport, Di ane 41 5.0 lo-; 
14. Bismack, Gary 41 ;.o 10-5 
15. Hopkins, Shirley 42 5.1 10-7 
16. Delvey, Leonard 42 5.1 10...7 
17. Molloy, Gail 42 5.1 10-7 







sc • Gr.Eq, Age Eq. 
.....___ 
19 . Hurp.tw, Mary-Lou 1-}.~ 5.2 l D-8 
20 . Toth, Louise 1.4 5.3 10.9 
I 21, Pcyne, Donald 44 5.3 lQ-9 
22. Schulte, Emmrd 45 .5.A l Q-11 
' 
I 
23 . Conrad, Theodore 45 5.4 l Q-11 I 
24 . Pollard, Ruth Ann 45 5.4 lQo.oll 
25 . Criscuiolo, Patri cia 45 ;.J~ l Q-11 
!I 
I 26. I\nablein, Lorraine 46 ; .6 11-1 I 
27 . Froderman, John 46 ;.6 11-1 I II 
28. &ith, Marion 46 5.6 11 ... 1 11 
29. Romanuskus, John 46 5."6 ll-1 I ,, 
' 30 , Angenda, Patricia 47 5.7 11 ... 3 
31. Gryskie ·:icz, Anthony 47 5.7 11-3 
32 . .BGrendt , Peverly 4B 5.9 11-5 
33 . St e ro.rt , J.emeo 48 5.9 ll-5 
34. Gordon, Richard 48 5.9 11-5 
35. Jones, Carleton 49 5.9 U - 5 
36 . Jacl~on, Harry 49 5.9 11-5 
37. Dodge , Anthony 50 6.2 11--9 
38. Chmielinsld, Walt er 50 6.2 ll-9 
39 . Ruddock, Vslerie 50 6.2 11-9 
40. r.arzell, Joseph 51 6 .3 11-10 
41. Gagliardi, Daniel 51 6.·3 11-10 






sc. Gr • .Eq .• Age Eq. 
43 . Persicco, Vincent 52 6.5 12-1 
44. La Fontaine, Sandra 52 6.5 12- 1 
45 . val ton, IJ.oyd 52 6.5 J.2 ... 1 
46. Bliokfeldt, Joseph 52 6.5 12-1 
47. Sullivan, Kathleen 53 6.7 12-<U 
48. \ ickett 1 Judyth 53 6.7 12.-.0 
49. Ke.l.ly, Jo-Ann 54 6.9 12-6 
50. Gray, Phillip 54 6. 9 12...6 
51. Nolan, 'M:ary-J ane 54 6.9 12-6 
52. l1accia, Robert 56 7.2 12-9 
53. lcy"all, Shepard 56 7.2 12-9 
54 . Cochrane, Ua.dine 57 7 .L. 12-11 
55 . Ciof'fi, Patricia 58 7.6 13-1 
;6. lli..ller, Wi J l; am 60 7.8 1.3-4 








Scores: Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test - Intermediate A. 
Room 12 - School: Walnut Beach - Teacher : Margaret Curry 
I 
'I 
f 89 I 
Gr . 4.. Room School: Kay- Teacher: Edith Viilson 
Town: Milford, Conn. 
Word Meaning 
sc. Gr.Eq. Age Eq• 
l. Newlan, Robert 23 ,3 . 0 B-3 
2. Lance, Kathleen 31 3.9 9 .• 3 Median Ra.v1 Sco1•e : 48 
,3 . Steele, Veronica 34 4.2 9- 7 Median Grade Equivalent : 5.9 
4. Barnick, M~J-Ann 36 4.4 9-9 tedian Age 
5. Holveck, William 36 4.4 9-9 Equivalent: ll-6 
6. Cottrell, Charles 37 4.5 9-11 
7. Orcs, Carol-Ann 37 4. 5 9-11 
a. WaJJ<:er, Robert 37 4. 5 9-ll 
9. Volanth, Carol 38 4.6 lo-o 
10. Stoll, Carol-Ann 38 4.6 lQ-0 
11. Constantine, Thomas 38 4 .• 6 10-0 
12. Root, Sherrill 39 4.7 1()...1 
13. Ellison, Jennie 42 5.1 10-7 
14, Chedister, Patricia 42 5.1 10-7 
15 . Greenwood, Patricia 42 .5.1 10-7 
16. Gaynor, Hubert 43 5.2 10-B 
17. Dube, Doris 43 5.2 10-8 







Sc . Gr. :&!, . Age &!· 
19. Haight, Yvorme 43 5.2 10-8 
20, Uresky; Robert 43 5.2 10-8 
21. Osso, Noreen 46 5.6 u ... 1 
' 22 . Cable , Albert 46 5.6 ll~1 
23. Schneider, Gunnar 46 ;.6 11- 1 
24. Schrock, Cynthia 46 . 5.6 ll-1 
25 . Ada.ms 11 Bruce 46 5.6 11·1 
26 . t'ittkofsld, Roy 47 5.7 ll..;3 
27.· ~on, Rita 47 5.7 ll-3 
' 28.· Ellis , Robert 48 5.9 11-5 
29. Hamblin; Janet 48 5.9 ll-5 
30. Layton, Carol-Lee 4S 5.9 11-5 
31. Champeau, Louis 49 6.0 ll- 7 
I 32 . Nicholas, Vlilliarn 49 6.0 11- 7 
I 33. Bache, Robert 50 6.2 ll-9 
I 
34. Reidenbach, Frederick 50 6.2 u ... 9 
35 . Griffin, Robert 51 6.3 11-10 
36. Yolles, !art in 51 6.3 11-10 
' 37. Sova, Geraldine 51 6.3 11-10 
' .38 . Richards, Wayne 51 6.3 ll-10 
39. Brelsford, June 51 6.3 lJ. ... lQ 
. 40. Pineau, Joseph 52 6.5 12-1 
41. Hungerford., Edward 52 6.·5 12-1 





Word ! .. !eanine 
sc. Gr,Eq,. Age Eq. 
-
4.3. Harker, Denise 53 6,7 12-3 jl 
44 Wisnowskas · . . ~ ·tnrie 53 6.7 12-3 
45. Tolles, Arthur 53 6.7 12•3 
I 
46. ~Veii.nan~ Bo.rbara 5.3 6.7 12-.3 
47. Salerno, Thomas 53 6.7 12-3 
48. Greco, r.ra.ncy 53 6.7 12-3 
49. Thomas, v:illiam 53 6,7 12-.3 
I 50~ Ra:;re, Guy 54 6.9 12-6 
51. Mel 1tyre1 Valerie 54 6.9 12-6 
I 52. \'lallace, Betty-Lou 55. 7.0 12-7 
53. Lclas~ John 56 7.2 12-9 
54. Butter-,r, George 56 7.2 12-9 
'I 55, French, Frederick 57 7.4 12-11 
56. Ferrione, Joseph 59 7.8 13-4 
5? . Andre-viS, Ja.rues 59 7.3 13.4 
5S. \ ebster, .:U\~J-Linda 61 8 •. 1 13-7 
59. Yorl".in,. Sandra 61 8 ,.1 13-7 




Scores: Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test - Inter.m.ediate - A. \1 
Rm., 
- School: Pumpkin Delight - Teacher: Gladys Storck 
1 Gr. 4 - RJ;t. 12- School: Devon - Teacher: Vera Hine Town: Milford, Conn. 
I 
I . Paragraph Meaning 
Sc. Gr.Eq. Age Eq. 
1. Merkvta.cz, John 17 2~9 8-0 
2 . 1lolloy, Gail 20 .3~2 8-6 Median ..• a: ·: co core: 33.4 
3. McKiernan, Judith 22 3.4 s-s Median Grade 
Equivalent: 4.6 
4. Kinney, Ronald 23 3.5 9-9 
iedian Age 
I 5. Dyer, Earl 26 3.8 cr-1 Equivalent: 10-l 
6. Knablein, Lorraine 26 3.8 9-"-:l 
7. Rynkievr.tcz, Carol•Ann 26 
.3•8 9-l 
I 8. Delvey, Leonard 26 3.8 9-l 
9 .. Toth, Louise 26 3.B 9-1 
i 10. Rust, Judith 27 3.9 9-3 
I 
ll. Hopkins, Shirley 27 3·9 9 ... 3 
112. Graham, Holly 28 4,0 9-4 
13. Ambrisco, George 28 4.0 9-4 
14. ~;rnes, Robert 28 4.0 9-4 
15 .. Bismac.k, Gary 30 4 .• J 9-8 
16. Froderman, J ohn 30 4 • .3 9-8 
17 .• Schulte, Edvmrd 30 4·.3 9-8 
18. Hersey, Hmvard :30 4 • .3 9-8 
19. Jackson, Harry 30 4.3 9-8 










sc~ Gr .Eq. Age J.]'.q_ ,. 
21. Rovnak, Frances .31 4.4 9--9 
22. Cioffi; Patricia 31 4.4 . 9-9 
2,3. Sullivan, Kathleen 31 4.4 9-9 
' 24. Davenport, Diane 31 4,4 . 9---9 
1 25. Ryall, Shepard I' .32 4.5 9 ... 11 
26. Kelley, Jo-Ann 32 l~ . 5 9-11 
27. Gryskietrlcz ~ Anthony 32 4.5 9-11 
II 
' 28. Criscuiolo, Patricia .32 4.5 9-11 
II 
29 • 0 ., Connell, .r.aureen 
.33 4.6 10...0 
30. Halton, lJ.oyd 
.34 4.7 10...1 
II .31 • D.odge.; .Anthony 34 4. 7 10..1 
I 
I 
32. Murphy, &:try-Lou 34 4.7 lQ.-1 
·~ 33. Persicco, Vincent 35 4.9 10...4 
34. Pollard, Huth-Ann 35 4.9 10..4 
35. Smith, ~ian :35 4.9 10-4 
.36. Gagliardi, Daniel .36 5.0 10,..,5 
' .37. · Romanuskus ; John .36 5.0 1Q-5 
38. Payne , Donald .36 5.0 10..5 
.39. .Nolan, Mary- Jane .36 5.0 1()...5 
40. Distin, Lillian .36 5.0 . 10-5 
41. Gordon, Richard .36 $.0 lQ-5 
42. Haight, Gladys 36 $.0 10-5 
43. Ruddock, Valerie 
.37 5.2 10..8 





Sc . Gr.Fq. Age Eq. 
45,. ~1ickett, Judyth 37 5.2 lQ.-8 
46 . Buck, Eleanor 38 5.4 10-11 
' 47. M:iller, Vlilliam 38 5.4 10-11 
48. Chmielinski, Valter 39 ;.6 ll-1 
49. .Angenola, Patricia 39 5.6 11 ... 1 
50. Cochrane 1 Nadine 40 ;;.8 ll-L~ 
51. } ccia, Robert 40 5.8 11-4 
52. Stewart, James 40 5.8 ll-4 
53. Warzell, Joseph 42 6.4 12-o 
54 .. Gray, Phillip 42 6.4 12-0 
55. Blickfeldt, Joseph 43 6.7 12-.3 
;6. La Fontaine, Sandra 44 7.0 12-7 




Scoresz Durrell....Sullivan Reading Capaci ty Test - Intermediate - A. 
Rm. 10 - School: Kay 1\ve. - Teacher: Edit h Wilson 
Gr.4-Rm 12 - School: Walnut Beach .... Teacher: Margaret Curry 
Town: ttl.ll'ord, Conn. 
Paragraph Meening 
sc. Gr.!q. , Age Eq .. 
4..; .... ....,...= 
1. Buttery, George 9 1 •. 7 6- 10 
2. Steele, Veronica 21 3 .. .3 S--7 core : 35 
3. Schne.ider 1 Gunnar 23 ,3.5 B- 9 .Median GraQc Equival · t: 4.8 
4. Barnick, Mary-Ann 25 3.7 9-Q Median Age 
5. Lance, Kathleen 25 3·7 9-0 Equivalent: 10...4 
6. Geynor, Hubert 25 3.7 9-0 
7· Schrock, Cynthia 25 3.7 9-0 
a. Newlan, Robert 26 3.8 9-l 
9. Volanth, Carol 27 ,3.9 9-.3 
10. Ellison, Jennie 27 .3.9 9-3 
I 
! 11. Nicholas , William 28 4,0 9-4 
I 
I 12. Cottrell, Charles 29 4.1 9-5 
: 1~3. Walker, Robert 29 4.1 9-5 
14. Root, Sherrill 30 l~.3 9-8 
I 
' 15. Bre4Jford, June 30 L .. 3 9-8 
I 16 . Kiss, Mary-Anna 30 4 • .3 9-8 
17. Oros, Carol-Ann 31 4.4 9-9 
18. Bache, Robert 31 4.1} 9-9 






Sc. Gr,Eq. Age Eq. 
20. Stoll, Carol-Ann 31 4.4 9-9 
21. Mcintyre, Valerie 33 4.6 lQ-0 
22. Richards, Wayne 33 4.6 10-0 
23. Reidenbach, Frederick 33 4.6 10-0 
i 24. Osso, !Joreen 34 4,7 10-1 
I 
25. Holveck, \iilliam 34 4.•7 lOo-1 II 
26. Constantine, 'l'ho.rnas 34 4.7 10<-1 
27• Dube, Doris 34 4!7 1Q-1 
I 28. Gri!fin, Robert 34 4.7 10...1 
29. Adams, Bruce 35 4•9 10-4 
. 30. Thomas, William y · 
' 
1~·9 10-4 
31. Ellis, Robert 35 4.9 10-4 
32. P.aight, Yvonne 35 4.9 10-4 
'I 33;. Greenrtood, Patricia 36 5.0 10-5 
')4. La Plant, David 36 5.0 10 ... 5 
35 • Wittkofsl-..i, RQ"'J 36 ;.,o 10-5 
36. Champeau, Louis .36 5.0 lQ-5 
37. Hungerford~ Edward 36 5 .. 0 10-5 
.38. Salerno, Thomas .36 5·0 10-5 
39• Cable, Albert .36 5.0 10-.5 ., 
40. Wallace, Betty-Lou 37 5•2 lD-8 
4l• Andrews, Jam ... s 37 5·2 lD-8 
42:. \'.i snowska.s , !lfu.rie 37 5 .. 2 10-3 




Paragraph Merud . .ng 
Sc. ·Gr.-Fq. , Age Eq. 
44. Chedister, Patricia 37 5.2. l~S 
45. Pineau, Joseph 38 5.4, lo-ll 
46. Hamblin, Janet 38 5.4 lD-ll 
47. Ureaky, Robert 38 5.4, 10-ll 
48. Sova, Geraldine 38 5.4 l().;.ll 
49. .Allison, Rita 39 5.6 11-l 
50. Ro".'.re, Guy 40 5.8 ll-4 
51. ~·reiman, Barbara 40 5.S ll-4 
52. Tolles, Arthm, 40 5.8 ll-4 
53. 'Yollea, \iru;'ti.n 41 6.1 111"'"8 
54. French, E'rcd 41 6.1 ll-S 
55. Greco, Nancy 42 6.4 12...0 
56• Lelas, John 42 6,4 12-0 
57. Ferrione, Joseph 43 6,.7 12-3 
58. Webster, Mary-Unda 43 6 .. 7 12-3 ' 
II 
I 59. Layton, Carol-Lee 43 6.7 12-3 
I 







Scores: Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test - Intermediate A. 
Rm. - School: Pumpkin Delight - Teacher: Gladys Storck 
Gr . 4 - Rm. 12- School: Devon - Teacher: Vera I-Iine Toon: Milford, Conn. 
Total Score 
sc. Gr~Eq, Age Eci• 
1. Ambrisco, George h5 :3.3 S-7 
Median Score: 80 .5 
2;; Dyer, Earl 51 .3.6 8-ll 
}#edian Grade 
3. Merkwacz; John 53 3.7 9- 0 Equivalent : 5. 4!) 
4. 1lcfi.iernan, Judith 58 4,0 9- t .. oditm Age 
62 
Equivalent : 10-ll 
5. ·' olloy, Gail 4.3 9-8 
6. Rynkiewicz, Carol-Ann 63. 4·3 9-8 
7. Kinney , Ronald 63 4.3 9-8 
s. Byrnes, Robert 63 4.3 9-8 
9. Rust, Judith 65 4.4 9-9 
10. Hersey, Howard 66 4-5 9-11 
11 .. Delvey, Leonard 63 4.6 1()..0 
12. Hopkins , Shirley 69 4.7 10-1 
13~ Toth, Louise '70 4 .• 7 10-1 
I 14 .• Graham, Holly 71 1+ ~ 8 1()...3 I 
I! 
15. Bi::unack, Ga:r;n,J . 71 4.8 10-3 I 
16. Rovnal~ , Frances 71 4.8 lQ-.3 
17. Kne.blein, Lorraine 72 4 ~ 9 1()....1.,. 
18 .• Davenport., Diane 72 5.0 10-5 
19 .• o•connell, Maureen 74 5.0 10-5 




Sc . Gr.Eq. Age Eq. 
21. Schulte , E&rnrd 75 ;.1 10-7 
22 . Froderrnan, John 76 5.1 10-7 
23 . Criscuiol o, Patricia 77 5.2 10-8 
24, Murphy, ·/iary- Lou 77 5..-2 10-8 
-
25 . Pollard, Ruth- Ann 78 5.3 10-9 
26. Jones, Carleton 79 5.:3 10-9 
27 . Jac'~ on, .. a:rry ?9 5.3 10-9 
2e . Gryskiewicz, Anthony 79 5·3 10-9 
29. Payne, Donald so 5.4 10-11 
30. Smit , MariCJn 81 5.5 11-0 
31. Ro.manuskus , John 82 5 I' 
· :> u-o 
32. Sullivan, Kathleen 84 5.7 11- ;3 
.33 . DOdge, .Ant hony 84 5.7 11-3 
34. Gordon, Richard 84 5.7 11•3 
35. Berendt , Beverly' 85 5 '~ t O 11-4 
36. Kelly, J·o- Ann S6 ;.8 ll-4 
.37· Angenol a , Patricia. 86 ; .. B ll-:4 
.38. f'lalton ; IJ.oyd 86 5.8 11-4. 
39· Ruddock, Valerie 67 5.9 11-5 
40. Distin, Lillian 87 5.9 ll-5 
41. Per .sicco; Vincent B7 5.9 11 .... 5 
42. Gagliardi , Daniel 8'7 5.9 11- 5 
43 . P~, •• epard g . 6. 11 r• - r 
44. S'l.~ewd.J:>t , James sa 6.0 ll-7 
-
--
I 45. Chm.ie.}.inski, Walter 
I 46. Cioffi, Patricia 
47. Conrad3 TheOdore 
48. VJickett, Judyth 
49. Nolan, Mary- Jane 
;o. 1'!arzell, Joseph 
I 51 . Blickfeldt, Joseph 
52. .:!accia., Robert 
I 53. La Fontaine, Sand!' a 
54. Gray, Phillip 
I 55, Cochrane , Nc.d:iJle 
56, Millo:r, William 






Sc . Gr .Eq. Age &).. 
~ ; 
89 6.1 u-s 
89 6.1 u-a 
90 6.2 u.:.9 
90 6.2 11 ... 9 
90 6 ? ..... U-9 
9.3 6.5 12-1 




96 6.8 12- t+ 
96 6.8 12-4 
9'/ 6.9 12-6 
98 7.0 12-7 


















Total Scores: Durrell-3ulliva.n Reading Capacity Tests - Intermediate A. 
Rm. - Kay Ave . School - Teacher: Edith Wilson 
Gr. 4- Rill. 12 - ialnut Beach School - Teacher: U.argaret Curry 
Tow.n: Milford·, Conn, 
Total Score 
Sc. Gr.Eq. Age Eq. 
1. Newlan, Hobert 49 3.5 S.-9 
2. Steele, Veronica 55 3.9 9-3 liedian Ra:. score: 83 
3· Lance, Kathleen 56 3.9 9-3 l:iedian Grade 1:q ui valent : !' . 6 
4. Barnick, llary-Ann 61 4,2 9-7 edian Age 
5. Volanth, Carol 65 4,4 9-9 Equivalent: 11- -
6. Buttery, Geor ge 65 4.4 9-9 
7. Ellison, Jennie 66 4~5 9-11 
8 . Walker; Robert 66 4.5 9-11 
9. CQttrell, Charles 66 4.5 9-11 
10. Oros, Carol Ann 68 4,6 1()-0 
11. Gaynor , Hubert 68 4,6 10-0 
12.. Root, Sherrill 69 4 .• 7 1()...1 
13~ Schneider, Gunnar 69 4.7 lD-1 
14. Stoll, Carol-Ann 69 4.7 1()...1 
' 15. Hol veck, William 70 4.7 10-1 
16. Schrock, Cynthia 71 J+-8 l0-3 
17. Constantine, Thomas 72 4.9 10..4 
lB. Dube , Doris 77 5.2 lQ.-8 






Total Score 'I I 
Sc. Gr.F.q. Age Eq. 
20 . Grearn·tood~ Patricia 78 5.3 10-9 
21. Haight, . Yvonne 78 5.) 1Q...9 
22. La Plant, David 79 5.3 l Q-9 I I 
23. Chedister, Patricia 79 5 .• 3 10-9 ,, 
24. Osso, Noreen 00 5.4 lO-ll ,, 
I 
25-t Ureslcy-, Robert 81 5•5 u -o I' 
26 . Bache, . Robert 81 5. 5 u ... o 
27 . Cable, Albert S1 5•5 u-o 
28. Brelsford, June 81 5. 5 u ... o 
29. Adams, Bruce 81 5•5 11-0 
30. Ellis, Robert 83 5.6 11 .... 1 
31. Reidenbach, Frederick 8.3 5 •. 6 11-1 
32. Kiss , !.fary .... fl.Ml! 83 5.6' u .... 1 
33. fittkofsld, Roy 83 ;.6 11- 1 
34. Richards, v-~e 84 5.7 ll-3 
35. Griffin, Robert 85 ; .. s 11•4 
36. Allison, Rita 86 ; .8 11· 4 
37. Hamblin~ Janet 86 5.8 ll·•A 
11 
38 . .Jcintyre, Valerie 86 5.8 ll-4 
39. Champeau, Louis 87 . 5.9 11- 5 I 
: 40. Hungerford, Edward 88 6.o ll-7 II 
41.; Thomas, William 89 6,1 ll- 8 
I 42. Salerno, Thomas 89 6•1 11- 8 
43• Sova., Geraldine 90 6.2 ll- 9 
- -




Sc. Gr,.Eq. Age FJ:i;, 
44. Harker, Denise 90 6.2 ll-9 
45 . ·7isnorrskas 1 !JD.I'ie 90 6;,2 ll-9 
46. Pineau, Joseph 91 6.) ll-10 
t 47· Layton, Caro1 .Lee 92 6.4 12- 0 
4S. ~~ allaee, Betty-Lou 92 6.4 )2...() 
49. Yollos, ~ tin 93 6,5 12-1 
50. Tollcs J Arthur 93 6.5 12-1 
51. ~'Ieima.n,. Barbara 94 6.6 12-2 
52. Roue , Guy 94 6.6 12-3 
53. offot, \.OSemAry 95 6;,7 12-3 
54. Greco, Nancy 96 6.8 12-4 
55. Andrews, Janet 9S 7.0 12-7 
56. Lelas , John 98 7•0 12.-7 
57. french, Frederick 98 7.0 12-7 
58 .. Ferrione 1 Joseph 102 7.4 12-11 
59~ "'iebster, ... 1'ary ... Linda 104 7. 6 12-11 
60·. Yorldn1 San.dra 105 '7 ;, 7 1.3-2 
Cont r ol Gr oup - ~·.ord Meaning Scores 
Durrell.Sullivan Reading Achievement Test ~ Intermediate A. 
Rm. 12 - School: Devon - Teacher: Vera·' Hine 
Gr . 4- Rm. 8 - School: Pumpkin Delight - Teacher: Gladys Storck 
Town: Milfordj Conn .• 
Word Meaning 
sc. Gr .Eq. Age Eq. 
J. . Sehu,lte, Edward 8 2,4 7-7 
2, Distin,. Lillian 10 2.6 7-10 _Iedia.l'l n Score : 34.5 
3. Gagliardi 1 Daniel 15 3 .. 0 8- 3 .:.edian Jr aa.e Equivalent : 4.67 
4. Davenport 1 Diane 16 3.1 8-4 edian ge 
' 5. Walton, I.J.oyd 18 3.3 8-7 Equivalen : 10-0 
6. Kinney1 Ronald 18 3.3 8-.7 
7. Pollard, Ruth-Ann 19 3.4 8-8 
B. Froderma.n, John 19 3.4 8-8 
I 9. Rust, Judith 19 3.4 a.-s 
... 
10. Byr ne, Robert 21 3. 5 8-9 
I, 
I ll. Payne, D ona.ld 23 3.7 9-0 
12. Merkwaez, John 2l~ 3. 8 9-1 
13. Delvey, Leonard 24 3_.8 9-1 
14. McKiernan, Judith 24 3.8 9-1 
15 . Toth, Louise 24 3.8 9-1 
16. Gryakiewicz, Anthony 25 3-i-9 9- 3 
17. Ambrisco ~ George 26 3. 9 9-3 
18. Rynkiewlcz, Car ol Ann 26 3.9 9-3 





sc ~ Gr.Eq. Age Eq. 
20. Hopkins~ Shirley 27 L~ . o 9-4 
21. Jones , Carleton 27 4.0 9-4 
22. ·Haight, Yvonne 28 4.1 9-.5 
23 . Ruddock, Valerie 28 !~ . 1 9..-5 
24. Berendt, Beverly 30 ~ .• 3 9- 8 
25 . Dyer, Earl 30 l{ .• 3 9-8 
26. '1arzell 1 Joseph .31 4.4 9-9 
27. Criscuiolo1 Patricia 31 4.h 9-9 
.28 . tfa.ccia, Robert 33 h. 5 9- 11 
29 . Rovnak, Frances 34. 4.6 10-Gl 
30 . Hersey, Horm.rd 34 4.6 lQ...O 
31. l,wlloy, Gail 37 4.9 10-4 
32. Dodge, Anthony 37 4.9 10-4 
33· Stevmrt, James 38 5. 0 10-5 
34. Gordon, Richard ! 39 5.0 10.5 
! 35 . SulJ.i.van, Kathleen l,2 5.2 10-8 
I 
:36 . o•connell., llaureen 42 5.2 1.0-8 
I 
37. .t.iurphy, !~J ... Lou 43 5.4 10...11 
I 
38. Bis.rnack, Gary 43 5.4 10 ... 11 
39. Jackson, Harry 44 5.5 11-0 
40. Graham, Holly 44 5.5 11-0 
u . Ryall, Shepard 44 5.5 ll-0 
42 . Knn.blein, Lorraine 46 5.6 11 .... 1 






41t-• .Aneenola, Patricia 48 5.$ 11-4 
45 . Hiller, ·1illiam lr.9 5. 9 11-5 
46. Conrad, Theodore £.,9 5, 9 .11-5 
47 . Blickfeldt, Joseph 49 5. 9 11•5 
4.8. Cioffi, Patricia 49 5. 9 11- 5 
1}9 . La P.onta.lne, Sandra 50 6.0 11-7 
50. Kelly, J~Ann 50 6 •. 0 11- 7 
51 . Grey, Phillip 51 6 ~ 1 U - 8 
52. Smith, ~,t-:u-ion 52 6.2 ll-9 
53. Cochrane, !Tadine 52 6 .2 U- 9 
54. Pcr~icco , Vi.11cent 53 6 .3 ll- 10 
55 . Nolan, 'fury- Jane 53 6,3 ll- 10 
56. Buck, El eanor 57 6.8 32-4 
67 •· tlickctt, Ju<\;-rrth 58 6 •. 9 12-6 
I 
107 
Ex.r>erimcnt a Group - r:Jord Ueru1.ing Scores 
Durrcll-sullivai ~~eadiag Achieve ent 'rest - Intermediate A. 
~. 12 - School: Walnut Beach - Teacher: .riargaret Curry 




Sc. Gr .• Eq. Age Eq. 
--· 
1. Schneide::~, G11nnar 0 e.f'uscd to try - reading 
disability 
2 .. Gaynorj Hubert 0 Refused to try - reading 
disability 
3. Schrock, C;ynthia 3 
-
Too low to score 
l: .• rri t tkof!sk:l., Roy 9 2.5 7-8 
5 .• Roiconbach,, F ederick 9 2.5 7--8 
6., Barnick, !:ary- Ann 10 2 6 '7-10 Median Re: r Scox•e: 34.3 t . 
7 r .An.drews, Jru.es 12 ~ .G 8-0 Median Grade Equiva.len : 4.5 
s. Chedister., atricia. 13 ~.8 8--D Median Age 
9. !Iolveck, William 13 2 .• s g .. o Equivalent : 9-11 
10. Cottrell, Chat-1es 13 2. 8 8...0 
n. Yolles, Martin 14 2.9 8-2 
12. Richards, \'Jayne 14 2.9 e-2 
13. Pineau, Joseph 15 .3..0 8-.3 
u .. Moffat, Rosemary 16 3jl 8-4 
15~ Cham.peClu, Louis 16 .3.,1 8•4 
16. 'l.alker, Robert 18 3.3 $ ... 7 
17 . Constantine , Thomas 19 3 .1~ 8-$ 
18 . French, Frederick 20 3Jh 8-3 
I 
10 
19. Nai1tlan Robert 21 .J . 5 8- 9 
20. Cable, Albert 21 .3.5 8-9 
21. Ureslcy, Robert 23 3.7 9-0 
22 . ".<J'!!'..an, B..:'U'ba.rn. 23 3.7 9-D 
23. Butter , .teorge 2.1· .... 3.8 9-1 
24 . Oros, Carol Ann 2/.j. 3.3 Cl- 1 
" -
25 . La )1ant , Do.vid 25 3.9 9-3 
26 . Haight , Yvonne 26 3.9 9-3 
27 . Stoll, C3.rol Ann 30 4.3 9-8 
28. Salerno, 'rhorxls 32 h.5 9 ... ll 
29 ~ , , Ol!Ul.S , ~~·illiam. 33 '~ • 5 9-ll 
30. Toll:Js , Arthur 3h lH 10-0 
31. Greonnood, Patricia 35 4.7 1 1 
32 . Lance, o.tf!~een 35 4.7 10-1 
33 . Volant 1, Curol 35 L~ ~ 7 1 1 
31~ . St le, Veronica 36 4.8 10-3 
35. riisnoYrokas , .. !ar;ie 37 ,,...9 10-4 
36. Ellison, Jennie 37 4.9 10-4 
37. Fer rione , Joseph 37 4~9 10-4 
3G . Nicho1ao , \ illiam 39 5·.e 1()...5 
39 . \''.allace, Betty- Lou 40 5.1 10-7 
40 . Griffin, · obert 41 5.2 10-S 
41. Hamblin, Janet 41 5.2 lQ-~ 




43 . Root, Sherrill 42 5 • .3 lQ-.9 
~ .. Brelsford, June 44 5.5 11-0 
45 . Hungerford, Edward 44 5. 5 11-0 
6. Dt be, Dori3 l~5 5.6 11 ... 1 
/.,. 7 . Allison, Rita lt.7 5.7 11-.3 
l:.8 . ifcintyre, Valerie 47 5.7 11-3 
49. Ellis, Robert 1.,7 5. 7 11 ... .3 
' 50 . Layton, Carol- Lee 1~9 5 .• 9 11- 5 
51. Bache, Robert 50 6.0 11- 7 
52 . A <l..'!!S, Druce 50 6 .0 ll• ? 
53. Sova, Geraldine 52 6.2 11- 9 
5lr .• \' e ter, H.ary-Linda 52 6~2 11-9 
,1 55. Osso, noreen 53 6 • ..3 11-10 
56. .Lclas, John 55 6.6 12-2 
I 57. Kiss, dary-Anna 56 6. 7 12-3 
58. Rtmc, Guy 57 6.8 12-4 
59. Greco, Nancy 5 6 .. 9 12-6 
60. Yorldn, Sandra 6l!. 7.4 12- U 
==-=-- =4=--' - -
--v 
Control Group - .r·arneraph i:,JCaning Scores 
Durrell - Sullivan Reading Achievement 'l'est - Intermediate A. 
IiB. l2 - School : Devon - 'l."eacher; Vera Hine 
I 
I Gr . h - RLl. 8 - School : Pumpl:in Delight - Teachel' : Gladys Stor ck 
Tom: 
Paragraph .~a.ning 
sc ~ Gr . Eq. Age Ell .. 
1 . Pollard, Huth- Ann 9 3.1 S-4 
2 . Schulte , Edvtard 9 3.1 
lledi·n taw Score: 20 • .5 8-4 
3. Dustin, Lillian 9 3.1 a ... 4 
!.iedia.f'l Grado 
· Equivalent: 4 .• 7 
/.:. ~ Davenport, Di ane 10 3.2 B-..6 Median 
.ZE: 
I 5· Gagliardi, Daniel 12 .3 . 5 8-9 
J!4uival. ~.;nt! 1 1.6 
I 6. Herkrracz, John 12 3.5 8- 9 
7. VlaU.on, Lloyd 12 3. 5 g.....9 
8 . Froderman, John 12 ,3 . 5 8-9 
9. Junbr i sco, George 12 ) ,. 5 g....9 
I 10. Hopkins, Shirley 12 3.5 8-9 
11. Dyer, Earl J.2 3. 5 S...9 
12. Payne, Donald 13 3.7 9-0 
1.3 . Kinney, Ronald 15 4.0 9-4 
14. Haight , Gladys 15 4.0 9·4 
15 . Ro'lf'rlAk, Fr ances 15 4.0 9-4 
16 . Delvey, Leonard 15 4.0 9-4 
17. Ruddock, Valeri e 15 4.0 9-4 II 
1~~ o . Berendt 
' 
Beverly 16 4.1 9- 5 
19. Jones 1_ Carleton_ 16 -b-,-J. 9-5 
--
20. licKiernan, Judith 
I 21 . Rust , Judith 
22 . .l:urphy, !,E.ry- Lcu 
1 25 . · is u.aek, :-t!:I:"J 
27. Do:J.zc, Arr0 1ony 
28 . :.~ccia. , obert; 
29. C'offi, ?.::::(;:o.icia 
3 • a.cko on, Hm-ry 
31. Toth, ouioe 
32. Cri cuib1o, atricia 
33 . Gryskievrlcz , lUlthony 
34. ·:Jarzoll, Joseph 
135 . Graham, Holly 
36 . Ierooy, i-IO:.'!ru; 
37 . Conra , Theodore 
38 . !.:iller, Wi lliam 
4 • Blickfe1dt , Joseph 
4.1. -liti , a arion 



























.. • 6 
/4 .. 6 





























44. 1 .. olloy , Gail 
45 . Gordon, I i chard 
46 . Chmielinski 1 iJaJ..tcr 
4i . .,.al., s .... epur 
4v , Sullivan, Kathleen 
4 • G:t~a.y, Phillip 
50 , Stew rt , James 
51. La r ontaine , Sa_n.dra 
t:'J ;; .... Wi ckett, Judyth 
;;3. Cochrune , Nadine 
54. il.neenola~ Patricia 
55 . erolcco, Vincent 
I 56 . Kelly, Jo- Ann 
f'TI 
".J ( . Buck, -'leanor 
-- --








































Experimental Group - Paragraph Meaning Scores 
Durrell-Sullivan Heading Achievew.e.nt Test - Intermediate A. 
Rm. 12 - School: HaLI'lut Beach - 'reacher: 11{argaret Curry 
ll3 




1 .. Schneider, Gunnar 0 
-
2. Gaynor, Hubert r_,r.ed.ian Ra: , Score : 20 _.,.,.. ........... 0 
3. Schrock , Cynthia 2.4 7•3 f. dian Grade Eiqui c;.lent : 1;.. 6 1-
4. Andrews, James 2.5 7- 4 l:edia."l i ge 
5· Vittkofsld, Roy 7 2,..$ a-o Eq ui. valent : 10-l 
6. Hoffat, Rosemary 2. 9 8-0 
7. Volanth, Carol 9 3 •. 1 8-4 
8 . Lance, Kathleen 9 3.1 8-4 
9 • . Chedister, Patricia 11 3.4 s ... s 
10 .• Constantine, Thomas ll- 3.4 8-8 
11. Barnick, Mary-Ann 12 3·5 8-9 
' 12. Stollll Co.rol~k"l.P. 13 3.7 9...0 
13. Weiman, Barbara 13 3.7 9-0 
l4 .. Holv ck, Wi1J4am lJ 3.7 9-0 
15. Haight, Yvonne 14 .3 .8 9- l 
16. Cable, Albert 3.8 9-1 
17. Charupeau, Louis 3.8 9-l 
18. Harker, Denise 3. 8 9-1 
19.. Nen M, Robert 15 4.0 <r-4 




























Sc , Gr.F.q. Age :&..1.• 
Uisnowskas, l1arie 15 4.0 9-h 
Steele, Veronica 16 4.1 9-5 
Oros, Carol-Ann 16 4.1 9-5 
Pineau, Joseph 17 4·.3 9-8 
Yolles, ...:,art in 17 4.3 9-8 
Ureslcy-1 Robert 18 4.4 9-9 
Greemvood; Patricia 1~ 4.4 9-9 
Dube, Doris 19 1~~6 10-0 
Tolles, Arthur 19 4.6 10-0 
Richards, Hayne 1 ' 4·.6 10--0 
Reidenbach, l''rederick 20 4.7 10-1 
~'Jalker, Robert 20 4.7 1()..1 
Buttery, George 20 4 .7 10-1 
Root, Sherrill 21 4 .. 9 10-4 
Allison !I Rita .22 5.1 10-7 
French, l'~rederiek 2.3 5.2 lC>-8 
La Pl~"lt, ])avid 23 5.2 10.."' 
Salerno, Thomas 23 5.2 10-'"" 
T .oE, s , lJilliam 23 :5 .. 2 10-8 
F..llison, Jennie 2'' ;; 5·2 10-8 
Ucint;srre; Valerie 21· .. 5i4 lO-ll 
Cottrell, Charles 2h 5. ·4 10-ll 
GFlffin, Robert 27 ; .s 11-4 
Brc1sford , June 28 :5 .9 ll-5 












Paragraph lieani."lg _ 
sc .. Gr.Eq. Age I£q. 
44. Oros, Ca.ro1"!!'Ann 2$ 5.9 11-5 
45. Wallace, Betty-Lou 28 5.9 ll-5 
1.6 . Lelas, John 29 6.1 ll-8 
' 47 . I<'errione, Joseph 29 6.1 u;..;s 
t48. Osso, Noreen 29 6.1 u .... 
49 ~ Hun£:,-rer.f ord, Edward 30 6.2 11-9 
50. Nicholas, Vlilliam .) • 6~2 11 .... 9 
51. Ellis , Rooert 31 6.3 11-10 
52" Ba.che 1 Robert 33 6.3 11-10 
53. Sova, Geraldine 33 6.3 ll-10 
-54 .- Adams, Bruce 37 7.1 12-8 
55 . Layton, Carol-Lee 37 7.1 12-8 
;6. Webster, Mary-Linda 40 7.·7 13-2 
,57. RoHe, Guy 40 7.7 13-2 
,58. YJ.ss, I-Jary-Anna 40 7.7 13-2 
59. Greco, Nancy 41 7.3 13-4 
6o. Yorkin , Sandru 46. 8-5 13- ll 
- -===-t·--= - ----~-
Control Group - Tot~1 Scores 
Durrell-sullivan Reading Achievement Teat - In.termediate A. 
Rm. 12 - School: Devon - Teacher: Vera. Hine 




Town: Milford, Conn. 
==================== ======"=· _ ,:::..,:-_ i. 
L Schulte, Edward 
2·.. Dist.:tn, Lillian 
3. Davenport, Diane 
4. Pol.la.rd.1 nuth-Arm 
5. Walton, .lloyd 
6. FroderrJan, Joht1 
7. Gagliardi , Daniel 
9. Kinney, Ronald 
10. ust , Judith 
11. Payne , Donald 
1 12. fl ilhrisco, Geo ... ge 
1 13 . Hop!r..ins ; Shirley 
14. Byrne , Robert 
15. Delvey, Leonar 
16. McKiernan, Judith 
18. Jones~ Carleton 







33 ,3 •. 5 
35 3.6 
36 3.7 




42 ~ .• o 














9 ... 3 
9- 3 
9-4 
9 .... 5 
~; 
= ---- --=-·~--:;:;_-__:: 
Med:l.an Raw Score: 55 .7 
fedinn Gr de 
Equivalent: 4. 7 
Median Age ~ui :'.\lent : 10Ji3 
-=-- =--· --
- =-=-== ,_ - --
ll7 
Total Scores 
Sc . Gr .Eq .. Age ' 
• 
... .--
20 - Rynkievdcz, Carol;fAnn 43 4el 9-5 
21. Toth# Louise l!l!. 4.1 9- 5 
22 . Ruddock, Valerie 4A 4.1 9-5 
23. Berendt, Beverly 46 4 . .3 9-B 
I 24. Grysr..ie\'licz., An.thony 47 4.3 9-8 
25 . Rovnal, Frances l~9 4~4 9-9 
26. Criscuiolo, Patricia 52 4.6 lG-0 
27. M'accia, Robert 52 4.6 10-0 
2S. Chmielinski, Walter 53 4.6 10...0 
29. Warzell, Joseph 53 lh6 10-0 
;ao. Dodge, Anthony 56 4.8 10-3 
31. Hersey, Hotard 5$ 4.9 10.5 
32. Murphy, l'Jacy"-LOU 60 .5.0 10-5 
! 3:3. o•connell, Maureen 61 5.1 10-7 
34. Bismack, Gary 62 5.1 10-7 
35. Molloy , Gail 63 5.2 lo-8 
36 . Jackson, Harry 61.:. 5.3 lQ.-9 
37. Gordon, Richard 66 5~h 10-11 
38. Graham, Holly 68 5.5 n-o 
39. Cioffi, Patricia 69 5.5 n-o 
40. Ste\mrt., J.ar:J.es 70 ;.6 11-1 
41. Sullivan, Kathleen 70 5.6 11-1 
42. Krw.b1ein, Lo ~rail: e "'l 1-· 5.7 ll- 3 
43. Ryall, Shepard ?1 5,7 11- 3 
----- - -- ----
:._ 
ll8 
Total Scor es 
- ·-




44· Rol!1.anuskus , John 72 5.7 ' 11~,3 
45. Miller, William 73 5.8 ' ll- 4 
' 46. Conrad, Theodore 74 5.8 . ll-~~ 
47. Bllckfoldt, Josep_ 77 6. 0 ll-7 
48 . Smith, liar ion 78 $.1 ll- 8 
49. Nolan, Uary-Ja.fle 82 / .3 1J. .... l 
50. Gray, Phillip · 8,3 6 ., /.j. . 12...0 
51. La Fontaine, Sandra 86 6.4 ' J2-0 
52;, ;'lngenola, Patricia 86 6.6 12- 2 
5,3. Kelly, Jo-Ann 88 6.7 ' l2-3 
54. Cochrane, Nacline 90 6.8 ' 12-4 
55 •. Persioco, Vincent 91 6. 9 32- 6 
56. Wickett, Judyth 91 6.9 12-6 
57. Due. , Eleanor 99 7.4 12- ll 
119 
Experimental Grou~ - Total Scores 
Durrell-Sullivan ~.eadinz chieve.r.:lklnt 'fest - Irr'c.or . ,.,.. .iate A. 
Rm. 12 - School: rJal.nut Beach - Teacher: lW'garet Curr;:v 
1 Gr . I+ - Rm. 10 - School: Kay Ave. - Teacher: .tlldith -·alson - To1m: J:llford, 
Conn. 
Total Score ---------------~--------------· · I 
1. Schneider , Gunnar 
2 . Gaynor, Hubert 
.3 . Schrock, Cynthia 
4. Wittkoi'sld., Roy 
5. Andre\VS; James 
/ 
o . Barnick, Hary- Ann 
7. Chedister, Patricia 
8. 1offat, Rosemary 
I 9. Holveck, tlilliam 
I 10. Reidenbach, Frederick 
u . Constantine, Thomas 
I 12. Champeau, Louis 
13. Yolles , Martin 
14 . Pineau; Joseph 
15. Richards, na. rn 
16. Cable , Albert 
17. We:l..num , B:lTbara 


































3. 5 8- 9 
3.6 8-ll 
.. ~ 1~L'edian Raw S ore: 51 f 
... 
. ~editLI'J. G ·a e 
Equivalent: /~,.e 6 
1
- eli Ag E • 
.,_,e ·an e 1qUJ.ve.-
lent: 1 .4 ll 
18. Ne~;l _ , ~ou · t 
19. Co'· :.1~ll1 Charles 
-
...,..., 







~-- ------- --- -----
121 
Total Score 
sc . Gr .. Eq. Age Eq. 
44. Hamblin~ Janet 69 5. 5 ll-0 
. 
1 45 . iUlison, Rita. 69 5.5 ll-0 
46. Brelsford, June 71 5.6 11·1 
I 47 o Hcintyre, Valerie 71 5.6 ll-l 
48. Hungerford, Edward 74 5.6 ll-1 
49 . Ellis, Robert 7d 6 .1 11- B 
I 50. Osso, ~oreen 82 6.3 11-10 
51 
-· 
Bache, .obert 83 6.4 12-0 
52. Lclas, John 84 6. 5 12-1 
53 . Sova, Geraldine 85 6.5 12-1 
54 . Layton, Carol-Lee 8& 6.6 12 ... 2 
I 
55. Adams , Bruce 87 6.6 12-2 
56. t ebster, Mary-Linda 92 7.0 12-7 
57. Kiss, 11acy- An.n.a 95 7.1 12 ... 8 
53. Ro....-re, Guy 97 7.3 12-10 
59 . Greco, I~ancy 99 7.4 12-11 
6C . Yorlcin, Sandra llO 8 ,1 13--7 
122 
Oontrol Group 
First Exercise i n Unaided oral Recall 
Scores .Arranged in an Ascending Scale of Values 
Rm. 12 - School; Devon - Teacher: Vera Hine 
Gr, 4- Rm. 8 ... School: Pumpkin Delight - Teacher: Gladys Storck 
Town: .Milford, Conn. 
Scores 
1st Ex. 
1. McKiernan, Juditp 0 
2. Walton, U pyd 1 
.3. Schulte, Edward 1 
:! 4. Murphy, Mary..-Lou 1 
5. Toth, Lotcl.$e 1 
6. Pollard, Ruth-Ann 1 
,, 7. Payne, Donald 1 
I a. Gryskiewicz 1 
9. Delvey, Leonard 1 
I 
10. Bismack, Gary 1 
ll. Rynldewicz, Carol-Ann 2 
12. Ruddock, Valerie 2 
I 1.3. Molloy, GaU 2 
14. Merkwa.cz, John 2 
15. Jackson, Harry 2 
16. Hersey, Howard 2 
17. Gagliardi, Daniel 2 
18. Davenport, Diane 2 
-




19. Criscuido, Patricia 
20. Cioffi, Patricia 
21. Chmielinski, \''alter 
22. Buck, Eleanor 
23. Angenola, Patricia 
24. Stewart., James 
25. Smith, Marion 
' 26. Maccia, Robert 
27. Kanblein, Lorraine 
28. Kinney, Ronald 
29. Gray, Phillip 
30. Gordon , Richard 
31. Froderman, John 
, 32. Dis tin, Lillian 
33. Rust, Judith 
34. Haight, Gladys 
:35. Dyer, Earl 
36. Dodge , Anthony 
37 . Conrad, Theodore 
38. Burn, Robert 
39. ·varzell , Joseph 
40. Roma.nuskus, John 
41. GrahaJ11 Holly 































, 43. Berendt, Beverly 
44. Wickett, Judyt.h 
45. Rovnak, Frances 
46. Miller, William 
I rn. Jones, Carleton 
48 • Hopkins, Shirley 
49. RyaJ. l , Shepard 
l ;o. Sullivan, Kathleen 
51. 0 1Connell, · ureen 
II 52. Nolan, }fary-Jane 
1 53. Cochrane, Nadine 
I 54. Blickfeldt, Joseph 
;;. Persicco, Vincent 
, ;6. La Fontaine., Sandra 






















Scores f or ~·irst E:icercise in Unaided Oral ecall 
Arranged :i.n a.n Ascending Scale of Values 
Rm. l2 - School: Walnut Beach - Teacher: Margaret Curry 
Gr. 4 - Rm. 10 - School: Kay Ave . ... Teacher: Edith Wilson - Town: Wford, 
Conn .. 
1. Gaynor, Hubert 
2. Wittkofsld, Roy 
3. Weiman, Barbara 
4. Newlan, Robert 
5. Nicholas, William 
6. Volanth, Carol 
7. Walker, Robert 
B. Salerno, Thomas 
9. Oros, Carol Ann 
10. Tolles, Arthur 
11. Schrock, Cynthia 
12, Pineau,; Joseph 
13. Kiss, .Mary Anna 
14. Harker, Denise . 
15. Ferrione, Joseph 
16. Constantine, Thomas 
17. Champeau, Louis 





















Range: 1- 7 
Cases: 60 
Median: 2.5 






20 . Cable, Albert 2 
21 . Reidenbach, Frederick 2 
22. .Mcintyre, Valerie 2 
1 23. Richards, Wayne 2 
24. Brelsford, June 2 
I 25 . Tho.rnas, '~Iilli am. 2 
26. WaJ.lace, Betty- Lou 2 
27. Holveck, ' '/il J i am 2 
28. Haight, Yvonne 2 
29 . Ellison, Jennie 2 
,30, Cottrell, Charles 2 
31. Yolles, ~ra.rtin 3 
32. Schneider, Gunnar 3 
33. Lance, Kathleen 3 
34. Hamblin, Janet 3 
35· Greemvood• Patricia 3 
36. Yorkin, Sarxira 3 
37 . Steele, Veronica 3 
I 38. French, Frederick 3 
.39. Alllaon, Rita 3 
I 40. Wisnowskas, Marie 4 
41. Stoll, Carol-Ann 4 
42 . Lelas, John 4 
43. Layton~ Carol-Lee 4 
- ---
I 




44. Htt.ngerford, Ed'rmrd 4 
45. ChedisterJ Po.tricia 4 
I 46. Ada.ms, Bruee 4 
47 .. Moffat, Rosemary 4 
48. Uresky, Robert 4 
49. VJebster, 'iiJ.cy.-. Linda 4 
50. Root, Sherrill 4 
l 51. Osso, Noreen 4 
52. Ellis , Robert 4 
53. Barnick, uary- Ann 4 
54. La Plant, , Dav"'ld 5 
55 . G.rif£:L'1, Robe1 .. t t:. / 
56. Duoo, Doris 5 
57. Bacho , !tobert ; 
58. Ro:'re , Guy 5 
59. Sova, Gern.ldine 6 




Scores for Second ~rcise i n Unaided Oral Uecall 
Arranged in an Ascending Scale of Values 
Rm. 12 - School: Devon - Teacher: Vera Hine 



















Town: 1'$.ilford , Conn. 
Gordon, Richard 
McKiernan, Judith 
Dis t in, Lillian 
1'oth, Louise 
Pollard, Huth- Ann 
Fcy-nkiewi.cz , Carol-Ann 
Romanush"US , John 
Dyer , Earl 
Hopkins~ Shirley 
0 ' Connell, l'faureen 


































- --- ---- -




19. Cioffi, Patrici-a 3 
I 20. Grar..am, Hol ly 3 
2 • H.:dght , Gladys 3 
22 . 1 ccia, Robert 4 
,j 23 . Ps.;ync , Donald 4 
' 24 
> ' . 
Ruddoc!:, Valerie l· 
25 . .._:cr ~J.1acz, John 4 
26 . G .... g,liardi, rurlel 4 
27. Delvey, Leon11.rd 5 
I 23. Criscuiolo P :bricia 5 
29. nuc ~, Eleanor 5 
3 . yall , She par 6 
: 31. Jac :son , iarry 6 
32. 7Jnlton, Lloyd 6 ,, 
I 33. Smith, Marion 6 
3~ .• Fr dEm. 
I 
, John 6 
' 35 . 
; 
R st, Judith 6 
j 36. Rovnack, Frances 6 
37 . Nolan, Mary-Jane 6 
.3E~ . La Font.aino , Sandra 6 
39. Ste ... -ro.rt , James 7 
lt.O . r isco, ~orge 7 
hl. larzell, Joseph 7 










43 . Grysld.ewicz, Arrthony B 
44. Dodge, Anthony 9 
' 45 . Co!!I"ad, Theodore 9 
46 . Cochrane , uadine 9 
' 47 . Chrn.iellna:Y..i, ~Jalter 10 
I 48. Angenola , fJatricia. 10 
49· Uiller, · ;iillinm 10 
50. Wickett, Judyth 11 
51. Hersey, Ilowar ll 
52. Sullivan, Kathleen ll 
53. Kelly, Jo-Ann 12 
54 . · Persicco, Vincent. 12 
55 . Blickfeldt , Joseph 12 
56. Molloy, Gail 13 




Scores for Second &ercise in Unaided Oral Recall 
Arranged in an Ascending Table of Values 
Rrn. 12 - School: Walnut Beach- Teacher: Margaret Curry 
'Gr. 4 .... Rm. 10 - Schooll Kay Ave. - Teacher: Edith Wilson - Town: Milford, 
Conn. 
1. Barnick, Mary-Lou 
2 . Volanth, Carol 
3. Cottrell, Charles 
4. Reidenbach, Frederick 
5.- Richards; Wayne 
6. Pineau, Joseph 
7. Buttery,. George 
s. Chedister, Patricia 
~. Weiman, Barbara 
. 10. Lance, Kathleen 
11. Oros, Carol-Ann 
I 
12. Ho1veck, William 
13. French, Frederick 
'14. Root; Sherrill 
15. Salerno, Thomas 
16 . tlres!;:y, Robert 
17 .. Andrews, James 























Range: 3 - 22 










43, Lelas, J ohn 15 
44. Dube, Doris 15 
· 45, Wallace, Betty-Lou 15 
46 . Thomas, William 16 
,, 
47. Bache; Robert 16 
48. fJiehola.s, l'lilliam 16 I 
I 
49. Schrock, Cynthia 17 
;o, Allison, Rita 17 
51. Webster, Mary-Linda 17 
52 . Y.orkin, Sandra 18 
: 53~ Osso, Noreen 18 
54. Rowe, Guy 18 
55. Greco, Nancy 18 
56. Greenwood, Patricia 18 II 
57. Griffin, Robert 19 l 
. 58. Cable, Albert 19 
,, 
I 
59. Hungerford, Edward 20 
Control Group 
Points of Dit:f'e1~nee Between Scores on First and Second Ex.eroise 
in Unaided Qral Recall 
Arranged .in Ascending Scale of Va.lues 
Rm. 12 - School: Devon - Teacher: Vera Hine 
Gr. 4 - Rm . 8 - School: Pumpkin Delight - Teacher: Gladys Storck 











· Median Points of Difference - 3 1 
2 • . Hopkins, Shirley -3. 
3 • . Gordon, P..icha.rd -2 
4 • . Distin, Lillian -2 
5. Dyer, Earl -2 I 
II 
I 
6. J ones , Carleton -2 
7 . Romanuskus , John 
-2 
8. Pollard, Ruth- Ann -1 
9. Rynkiewicz, Carol-Ann -1 
' 10 • . Toth, Lou.ioe -1 
ll. Burn, Robert -1 
'' 12. McKiernan, Judith 0 
13. Kanblein, Lorra.inG o 
i 14. Kinney 1 Ronald 0 
1.5. Haight , Gladys 0 
· 16 . La Fontaine, Sand.r~ 
17. Davenport, Diane 0 ' 








lS . Graham, Holly 0 
19. Bismack , Gary 1 
20 . Cioffi, Patricia 1 
21. Schulte , Edward 1 
22. Murphy, Har y-Lou 1 
2.3 . Nolan, U~-Jane l 
~. lunbrisco, George l 
I 25, llaccia , Robert 2 
26 •. Rovnak1 Frances 2 
27 . Ruddock, Valerio 2 ,I 
28. 1'erla7acz, J oh.rt 2 
29. Gagliardi, Daniel 2 
30. Ryall; Shepard 2 I 
31. Payne, Donald 3 I ,, 
32. Criscuiolo, Patricia 3 
33 . Buck , Eleanor 3 
34. Rust, Judit 1 3 
35 . Smit h , 1JD.rion 4 
36. Frt>derman, John 4 
37. Cochrane, riadine 4 
39. Del vey, Leonard 4 
39. Ja ckson , Harry 4 
40. llar zell, Joseph 4 





- #------- I 136 
Points of Difi'. ll I 
42. Walton, Lloyd 5 
43. Stewart, James 5 
44. Sullivan, Kathleen 6 
45. Persicco, Vincent 6 
46. Dodge_, /mt hony 6 I I' 
47. Conrad, Theodore 6 
48. 1aller, William 6 
49. Wickett, Judyth 7 
50. Bliek.feldt, Joseph 7 
!)1. G:cysldewiez, Anthony 7 
52 . Chmielinsld., Walter 8 
53. Angenol a , Patricia 8 
54. Hersey, Howard 9 
55. Kel ly, J~Ann 9 jl 
I 
56 . Molloy, Gail 11 








oin·ts o:f Dif fen"ence Bet1 ·een Scores of First and Second :E.r.erciseo;~ 
in Unaided Oral Recall 











Di ff . 
20. Layton, Carol Lee 8 
21. Salerno, Thomas S 
22 . Tolles, Arthur 9 
23 . Gaynor, Huoort 9 
24.. Jittkof'sld .; Roy 9 
25 • La Plant, David 9 
26. Mcintyre , Valerie 10 
27. Brelsford, June 1m 
28 . Steele, Veronica. 10 
29 . Elli , Robert 10 
.30 . F'el"'l'ione.1 Joseph 10 
1 




32 . Yolles, M"art.i.1. 
1 3.3. k i.sn<.rmlkas, i'Jarie 
·'34. Adw. 1 Bruce 
35 . Dube , Doris 
36. Greco, ~a~cy 
1
'37 • .~::.llis on.~. Jennie 
138. Bache, Robert 
39. nerila.'1, Robert 
I 
40. ff..arkel" , Denise 
i}l. Lelas, John 
I 
fi2 • \iss , , . ...nry- km 













44. i~amr, Robert 
45. Haight 1 Yvonne 
46. . :~aJJ.ace 1 .ary-Lou 






4S. Ror 1 Guy 1.3 
49. Champeau, Louis 13 
50. Thomas , Ui]Jiam 
51. Allison, Rita 14 
52 •. Osso, .Joreen 14 
53. Griffin; Robert 14 
I 54. Yorkin, Sandra 1.5 
55. Schrock, Cynthia 
56. .1. 1icholas 1 ~iilliam 
57. G-reen-Iood, Patricia 





I 59. Sov ... , Geraldine 16 









PARAGRAPHS AND CHECKLISTS USED IN 
INITIAL AND FINAL TESTS OF INDIVIDUAL ABIUTY 












Initial Test of Individual Ability in 
Unaided Oral Recall 
140 I 
Squanto becane very friendly vdth the Pilgrims at Pl;vmouth. He spent 
most of his time with tmm. Squanto taught the Pilgrims many useful things, li 
he helped the Pilgrims get more food from the wilderness. He showed them 
how the Indians made snares to catch ldld animals, He showed the Pilgrim 
children where to stamp on the mud to make the eels come out. He showed II 
the Pilgrim men how to use certain kinds of bark and fine deer sinew to make ': 
fish lines, He showed them ho 'l to make fish hooks from bone to catch the 
codfish. Before Squanto came to Plymouth the hungry Pilgims could see the 
codfish leaping in the bay but could not catch them for food. The fish 
hooks and lines that the Pilgrims had brought from Plymouth were not right 
for catching codfish. 
Check List 
Initial Test of Individual Ability in 
Unaided Oral Recall 
1. Squanto - very friendly - Pilgrims at Ply.mouth. 
2. Spent most of his time with them • 
.3. Taught Pilgrims many useful things, 
4. Helped them get more food from wilderness • 
.5. Pilgrims - to make snares. - catch wild animals 
6. Pilgrim children - tread out eels. 




S. Bone hooks - catch codfish. 
9. .Before Squanto came - hungry Pilgrims .... see leaping codfish - could 
not catch them. 
10, Fish hooks and lines from England - not right i'or codfish. 
Paragraph II. 
Final Test of Individual Ability in 
Unaided Oral Recall 
This small frontier tovm \Vas fighting o.ff an Indian attack. All the 
people were crowded into the blockhouse. The s t eady' ..,hooting from the loop-
holes kept the Indians from coming closer. As men at the loopholes had been 
TioUn.ded other men had taken their places . No 1 the shooting lvas slm'ling up . 
The store of poYlder was giving out. The powder house was across the yard 
from the blockhouse. The path to the powder house ms in plain sight of the 
Indians • ~·fuo could be spared for that journey? A brave girl volunteered. 
As she raced to the powder house the Indians were too s urprlsed to shoot. 
Soon she came out with the precious powder carried in her apron. As she 
1! 
raced tnward the blockhouse arrows showered round her. 
I 
None of them hit her. '1 
Eager hands pulled her inside the blockhouse. The fighters had the powder 
they needed . The Indians were driven off. The aettler~nt was saved. 
Check List II ~ 
.Final Test of Individual Ability in 
Unaided Oral Recall 
1. SmaJ.l frontier town. 
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3 •. All families - in the blockhouse. 
4 . Indiana in the forest. 
5. Shooting from loopholes - kept Indians fram coming closer. 
6. l!en at loopholes :rounded - places taken - other men. 
7. Shooting slo r.i.ng up . 
s. Powder giving out . 
9. Powder house - across yard .from blockhouse. 
10. Path - full view of Indians • 
11. A dangerous journey. 
12. !tho - spared? 
13. Girl - volunteered. 
14. Raced - powder house - blockhouse . 
15 . Indians - too surprised to shoot . 
II 
I 
16. She - soon .... out again - pOlrder in apron. I' 
17. Raced toward blockhouse. 
18. Arrows showered round her . 
19. no arrow hit her. 
20. Eager hands - pulled her into bloek11ouse. 
2l . Fighters - had needed powder. 
22 .. Indians driven away. 
I 
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APPENDIX C 
PARAGRAPHS lBED FOR PRACTICE EXERCISES 




An oasis is a place i n the desert where there is water enough 
1] 
for trees ' 
' and gardens. Usually the water of an oasis c a:11es from wells and springs . 
The source of this water is in the rock layers deep down under the sur.face 
•of the desert. Some oases have only water enough for one or two palm. trees. 11 
Such an oasis usually has only one well. Suoh an oasis is only a desert I 
1
'stopping place. Large oases often ha.ve water enough far groves of fruit 
,trees, gardens and small fields of grain. Such an. oasis is a small tovm 
,where people live all the t .irne. The difference between an oasis and the 
'desert round it is caused by the supply of water in the oasis. 
1














arag. aph U 
The altipl ano is i n South America . It is a nearly level plain high in 1' 
the Andes llountains. The cllinat c of the altiplano is cold an ~J. The 
1 altiplano is a early treeless grassy pl ain . SL."'lce there are so few trees 
and so many rocks and stones the houses , barns and cor rals are all made of . 
stone . :;..ost of t he people of the altipl ano are shepherds . They have flocks I 
of sheep, alpacas and a few llamas . These animals provide the people wi t h 
most of their food and clothing. Sometimes there is wool from these animals I 
that can be sold at the market place i n the nearby village . 
~' ords c hosen for diocus,;)ion be!' ore r eading: I 










Some J "'rican Ind:lano planted their corn bet ·rcen the trunlts of dead 
trees. They killG th trees by gil'dling them. 'hey cut a 11ri de band from 
thG barlt all ar und t;he tre - . 1'his 'tept the sap from going into the upper 
part of the tree . So the tree died. Then the sun could shine do m through 
t he leafless branches onto the corn plants . Sometimes the Indians cleared 
the ground completely. tihen the Pilgrims Ca.P..J.e to Plymouth they were glad 
to find a large piece of open ground, This , they said, would give them a 
I 
I 
, place to raise crops without the hard work ot' clearing a\Ya::f the trees, This 
big cleared space was the cornfield of the Nausetts. They were the Indian !! 
I 
tribe uhieh had lived t here a few years earlier. 
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Paragraph IV 
Nomads are eople who travel from place to place all the time. The 
tent is a good home for wandering people , Any tent is made of a framework 
with a covering over it . Vlhen the nomads move the tent is easy to move . 
The covering is taken off and folded . The framework is taken apart . The 
pieces are tied in bundles. These bundles are tied on pack animals, or put 
on sleds, or in boats. Then the nomad .is ready to travel and take his home 
with him. The tent has been used as a nomad home for thousands of years. 
Do you know the .famous descendant or-the tent '? Yes, the trailer . The 
trailer is the most modern nomad home. 
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Paragrap 1 V II 
No.rn.a.d tents <.:1-re usually .lade fr.o!:l one of t-rw mate!'ials . Each of these , 
materials is supplied by th a.·· .:als belonging to the nomads or living near '1 
him. 'he t 10 ·~toria.ls ar0 "'"n:i.m.:ll s .dns or cloth Ir~de .from the hair of 
animals . Th tepee of t h"' plains Indian was covered t'!i.th buffalo ski n , 
The tupik is the t nt of t he Eskimo in the l''ar North . The tupik covering is 11 
made of walrus okin. Some of the Lapp herd,smen live in t ents .rnade of r ei n- 1 
I deer skins . ""he yurt of ~, he Ko.zal tribesmen is !<lde of a heavy cloth called 
1 
felt . his felt is m:.1de 'rou the ·fool o£ thei r sheep . The black tent of 
t he Bedouin Arabs is n~ado of goat t s hair cloth. This material is made from ' 
the hair of the black goats of the BedouL1 f locks. So it is the animals of 
the nomad flocks that provide the materials for the nomad tents. 
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Paragra _ VI 
The jungle people get the:tr food by hunt :i.ng , fishing D...''ld gE'..rdeni..11g . 
Tho "ungle gar ens ru: e plonte in small clearc placco in the jungle . Some 
of t he lal.' cr tress n- e left standing because tl~e natives do .20t have the 
r i "'ht to 1 ... fo:r• felling trees . The native uo.:nen do t he ·10rk in t he jungle 
gardens . Sol'Th3 of the crops they raise are leafy vegetables, peas , beans, 
· m..:1.nioc and bananas . The banana., form a pri."lcipal part of the jungle peoplc ' j 
diet . Th jungl e vroroon carey the veget abl es t o their villages in huge bas- 1 
I 
I 
kets . Crops ean be raised i-11 the j unele gardens o.t all times of year . This I 
i s bec""use the 'II eather i very tarm and there i s plenty of rainfall in the 
II j ungle . The largest part of the native•s food co es from the jungle gardens.~ 












Nomad peoples are usualJ.y hunters, shepherds or food-gatherers. 'l'ha 
food-gatherers must go from place to place \!'There the vrlld roots, fruits and II 
' nuts are to be found. The pygmies of 1ialaya are food-gatherers. Hunters 
must go from place to place to find the arinmls that give them their food 
and clothing. The Baffin Island Eskimos are hunters. Most of the I ndians 
of North America were hunters and food-gatherers, 'rhe nomads ho are shep-
herds have flocks and herds. Hovtever they depend upon vdld grass and moss 
I 
and shrubs for pasture . Most of these people live in the nearly desert parts 
of the earth. In these places there is not r ain enough f or trees, gardens 
' and crops. These nomad shepherds go from place to place finding water and I 
pasture for their flocks. The Kirghiz tribesmen, the Bedouin Arabs and the li 
Lapps of the Far North are nomad shepherds. 
Words chosen for discussion before reading: 
usually 
Malaya 










The llilgl.ish first came to Plymouth on December 16, 1620 . Delays made 
them remain in England till late in the summer. Autumn storms greatly in-
II were needed. Only a f~w cabins and the Co.mraon House, or storehouse, could 
I be btdlt during the winter . The cold, the dampness, the poor food, and the 
I crowded conditions caused terrible sickness. At one t ime less than ten 
people were :vell enough to care for the sick. lUmy people died. t~t last 
spring came. Just fifty-four people ~ere left . One hundred and eight r~d 
landed at P~yraouth Rock in December .. 




off its course 
severe climate 
'~ not possible 






UNUSED IN THIS INVESTIGATION 
HERE INCLUDED FOR ANY WORKER WHO MAY WISH ro WE TH:F1l 
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Nature provides each bird or a.n.imal with just the equipment it needs to i 
'! 
catch its own kind of food. The great blue heron is a good example of this. ' 
Heron's chief foods· are frogs and fish. He has long, slender yellow legs. II 
He stands motionless on one of these legs among the reeds and grasses at the I 
water's edge. 
. a water plant, 
His long leg is hard to see, It looks much like the stem of 1 
The fish and frogs come swimming close to Mr, Heron's feet. I 
His. long neck shoots out like lightning. His long pointed bill spears a fisl'i! 
or frog. Heron gulps his meal quickly. After that he rests quietly. He II 
is waitine for his next bite to swim up close to hlln. The heron's long legs; 
long neck and long sharp beak are just what he needs for catching fish and 
frogs. 
Another ol~ legend tells us hm·i we came to have bluebirds. The winter 
had been long and cold,. Snow covered the earth, Ice locked the ponds and 
streams. Ani.ma.ls were scarce. The people we:r;oe weak and sick from hunger, 
Then Manitou took a small piece of brown earth and a large piece of blue 
sky. From them he fashioned a bird. Its coat was blue like the sky, Its 




' "Tell my people that spring's warmth and Ufe are on the way •" The little 
bird flew on and on carrying its message of joy • So from that day till now 
the bluebird has been called a sign of spring. His bright coat and cheerful I 
II 
. song remind us that dreary winter is nearly over and .spring will soon be here. 
II 
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Sometimes the air of the desert becomes unusually hot and dry. When 
it does it plays tricks on t he eyes of hot, thirsty travelers. In the dis-
tance they see the green fields and waving palm trees of a large oasis. 
Perhaps they see a cool flowing river or a large blue lake. Perhaps this 
picture will last on.ly a little while . Perhaps it will last much longer. 
The t·.rise deseJ"t traveler pa;rs no attention :to these beautiful pictures. To 
try to find the places would only lead them astray in the hot dr.f desert. 
These places are only pictures in the dry hot air of the desert . Travelers 
and desert people call these pictures "mirages" . · 'I 
:.w.. 
The dried autumn leaves of the red oak remain on the trees all \r.lnter. 
These leaves do not fall till they are pushed off by the nevi leaves of the 
' next; spring. Here is a story that the Indians told about the red oak's 
' I I 
leaves. One night in a long ago autumn the evil spirits met in the for est. 
1 
Almost all the leaves had fallen from the trees. The evlil spirits whisperedi 
·I 
11ltfuen the l ast leaves fall, we nill take possession of the world." Now the 
. leaves had not fallen fro..'Jl the red oak trees. So these trees said to each 
other, 11t e will keep our leaves till spring. Then the evil spirits will not I 
get possession of the world . 11 So the red oak leaves did not fall. The 
angry spirits sent heavy snow t o break off the leaves. I Still the trees kept 1 
t he leaves. Then the spirits sent sleet and ice to cut off the leaves. 
Somehow the trees .managed to hold on to their leaves. At last the warm days 
of spring cams. The bud.s swelled. Soon the first tiny green leaves came out. 
At last the brave oak trees could let go of their thin ragged old leaves. 
From that day to this the red oak trees have kept their leaves all winter-
And from that day to this the evil spirits have never taken possession of 
. the world._ 
I 
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There is a legend about the many dar!' spots on the songsparrow• s gray 
breast. The songsparrow•s home is in lmv bushes near the brool~s and rivers. 
He sings oftener and more s reetly than most of the common sparrows* Long1 
1 long ago, says the legend, the other sparrows became very anm- because of 
this difference . So they Vlent to visit songsparror1 at his home by the river~i 
There he sat on a low-han.ging bush, singing sweetly. The j ealous sparrows 
were enraged. They grabbed mud from the river bank and pelted songsparro~ 
with it. Since that day the many little spots on t he gray breast have iden- 1 
I 
tified the sparrow with the sweet voice and merry song. 
-siT:. 
Nathan HEle had been a Connecticut school teacher . He had enlisted in 
II 
the Continental A:rrrry . General nashington w·anted to know about the number 11 
and kind of units in Lord Heme's army.. Nathan Hale volunteered to go into 1! 
t he British camp and get this information. He disguised hims.elf as a Dutch 1 
peddler. He went back and forth among the camps selling his things . He 
was a ble to get all the information he needed. He was nearly out of the 
I 
camp. His way of speaking aroused an English officer's suspicion. He was 
taken to headquarters and searched. He \1as almost free. Then someone 
thought of searching his shoes. Between the layers of the soles of his I 
shoes v1ere found his sheets of notes. He was sentenced to be hung as a spy .. ij 
I 
His captors vtere very cr.uel. They refused to let him have a Bible to read. 11 
They tore up the letters he wrote to his family,. Just as he l'f'S.S about to be I, 
hanged he nas asked if he had anything to say. He replied, 111 regret that I 




The Pilgrim men had to ¥a.tch the cornfields at night ~hen the corn was 1 
first planted.. This was to drive a\'lay the foxes and the 1olvea . These -I 
an:i.mnla came at night t o dig up the fish in the corn hills . As soon as the j 
II corn plants began to grow thi.s plant food was gone . Then t he wild a.ni.mals 
ceased to trouble the cornfields. Squanto shom~d the Pilgrims hm'i to culti ... !I· 
J vate the cornfields. This made the corn grow well. The I ndian women made II 
II 
some of their hoes by fastening handles to large round clam sheila. Probab~, 
the Pilgrims used some.. of these hoes in their f irst cornfields, One of 
Squanto's greatest services to America was t eaching the Pilgrims how to raise 
1, corn. 
"miC 
~odern auto traffic over the old Boston Post Road between Boston and 
New York is very heavy. Bet ween the hours of seven-thirty and eight i n t he 
morning the road is crowded. The crowd is made up of passenger cars. This II 
traffic goes from suburban tmms to nearby industrial cities, People are 




and factories . From eight A. M, till four in the afternoon the road is busy 1! 
I 
with commercial vehicles carrying all sorts of goods and materials. Trucks I! 
II 
1 roll by carrying fish or meat. Baker y trucks,. rn.i]J~ trucks, vegetable trucks 11 
and fruit trucks all carry food to stores and homes . Busses carry people II 
I betueen cities and tC\'ms and from state to state, Trucks from great whole- I 
' sale houses carry r a mat erials fr001 terminal to factory, Again in late I 
after noon from four to six the road is again crowded with passenger cars • 
These are the city workers returning from their jobs to their homes in the 
nearby tavns. :From ten at night till four or five in the morning the great . 
---~~. 
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caravans of Diesel truiler trucks carrying heavy freight roar over this old 1 
road. 
I 
The camel has thick pads of sld.n on his knees, These pads protect him 
· 
1 
when he kneels on the hot desert sand. His feet are side and flat. They 
11 do not sink into the soft sand of the desert . His leathery lips let him 
1 eat the thick, tough thorny leaves of the desert plants . His eyes and his 
nose can be shut against the flying particles of the sandstorm. The camel 
can eo two or three deys without a drink of water . If he has to he can go 
several days vtithout food. The rat in his hump gives him nourishment. The 






a great help to the dese1"t. people . His nickname is "The Ship of the Desert. 
It is a good name for him. 
On Sa.moset ' s . first visit to Plymouth he atayed over night . That first II 
night the Pilgrims placed an armed guard near him. Later they came to know 
that Samoset was a good friend. He did two fine things for the Pilgrims. 
1 First he brought to Plymouth, Massasoit, the chief of the Wampanoag tribe 
of Indians . The kindness of Massasoit helped the Pilgrims a great deal in 
' the first years of Plymouth Colony. Later So.moset brought to Plymouth one 
. of his friends named Squa.nto . Squanto beCB;L!Je one of the best friends the 
' Pilgtims ever had. 
ne day in earl.Jr spl .. ing the Plymouth people ha.d a surprise . A tall 
I dian cam.e walldng down Plymouth 's street . He was calling,"Welcome, 
Englishraens. n He Ylas Samoset . Samoset was a member of the nearby l'iampanoag 






the Neu England coast . The ilgrinm invited Samo et to h..:. Col mon House . 
There they ate dinner and smoked the peacepipe together . They gave Sa.moset 
Gmall gifts for l~welf and for his chief • 
.:xn::: 




th~;; hut is a ·thatch of dried palm leaves . The handles of the Congo native's I' 
spears. are made from the strong mid-rib of the oil-paJJn leaf . The handles o£:1 
,. their knives are made o:f the same material. They eave their nets and their 11 
baskets fro.m the fibers of the oil-palm' s lea,res . These sam.e fibers are used 
to weave the coarse native cloth used by some of the Congo natives. The oil 
palm is one of the m. st useful of uho j u tgle t.l:""ees . 
~ 
The red s houldered ha\'lk is "ierce nd ~trong , He is not th biggest of 
the ha <tk family but he has curved t lons and a sharp hoolrod beak. He is 
often t houp)ht of as an ene~ of the f armer . This is beca se he is supposed 
to eat chickens . Instead he eats mice, rats, frogs snakes, fish and grass• 
hopper s. So Red Shoulder is the farmers fri end. He hel ps the farmer by 
eating insects and small anitnals that liould hurt the crops . arm torkers 
should learn to distinguish bet ~een Sparro"I Ha _{ and R: d Shoulder. Sparrow 
Ha.'lk is da.l'lgerou.c; to chickens . Usuall.y Red Shoulder is not. 
::xrr 
The 11 lives in the high mountains of South t• rica. I e i~ very 
useful to the people t here . He gives theru milk a.11d meat . His hair is spun 
' int thread. This thread is wov~n into cloth. I e can go up and down t _e 
S~Jecpest . ountain trails where other animals cannot go. c can carr.t packs 
of baggage p to forty pounds . He :!.s one of the roost useful animals that 
these mount ain people have . 
,I 
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American. Trucks 
American trucks vary greatly in size . There is the little truck that 
takes care of house to house deliveries. Ther e are the bigger food trucks 
engaged in carrying wholesale supplies to individual stores . These trucks 
curry loads of canned goods and packaged foods or l oads of fruits and vege-
tables , Big trucks carry meat to the stores from the packers 1 terminals . 
On certain days of the week big trucks bring f r esh fish from far- away sea-
II 
I 
ports . l.leat, milk,. fish and all perishable .foods are carried in re.friger atoit 
trucks. . Tho biggest trucks of all are the trailer trucks . These trucks hav~ 
two distinct units . The cab is one four- wheeled unit . The body is another 11 
s eparate four-wheeled unit . The body is coupled to the cab much as freight 
cars are coupled toget her . 
~. 
Cloth 
All cl oth is made from hair like fibers . These fibers are washed 6 
str aightened and spun into threads . The threads are spW1 int o cl oth. Many 
of these fibers are animal .fiber s . Many of them are plant .fibers . Cott on 
· and linen are t vm plant fibers from which mapy kinds of cl oth are w.ade . 
I 
Rayon i s another fiber made from vegetable mat erials . The people of the 
Congo forest use fibers from the leaves of palm t rees to make a coarse nat iv ! 
cloth. Silk is an animal fiber from the cocoons of the silk ·i'lorm. other 
I. 
:, an.imal f i bers used in n1aking cloth are \"l'ool from sheep, goat ' s hair, camel ' s 1 
I 
, hair , and hair from lla'll.as, alpacas and yaks . 
I! 
